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Established 1928 
Ut 
f the most frustrating 
man's life can be 
half-dressed and 
r II whether he's 
or going to sleep. 
1/ 
'FREE ACCESS TO IDEAS AND FULL FREEDOM OF EXPRESSION' 
Volune LXV, Number 18 
"Our Company" - Latest in 
RIC Theatre Innovations 
The scene is a dim scarred 
space in Rhode Island 
College's Roberts Hall, 
somewhat euphemistically 
called the "Little Theatre." It 
is one of the most heavily 
used rooms in the complex 
of music/theatre/ classrooms 
which co-exist wifh ad-
ministrative offices and im-
portant meeting rooms in the 
sprawling building. Stray 
boards, a patchwork stage, a 
piano straight out of a scene 
from something by Bertolt 
Brecht, bits of costumes, tools, 
cables, exposed girders, and 
ducts constitute the 
background mosaic for the 
events which take place there. 
Every Thursday for the rest of 
the semester Dr. P. William 
Hutchinson's class in "Ex-
periments in Contemporary 
Theatre" will transmute this 
utilitarian piece, of academic 
real estate into a true exciting 
theatre. 
Working with a minimum of 
time, a maximum of pressure 
and absolutely no money the 
members of the class perform 
the considerable task of 
mounting a production each 
week for the campus to view 
and participate in. A four 
~redit course, "Experiments in 
Contemporary Theatre" is an 
offering in RIC 's fledgling 
General Studies Program, a 
curriculum innovation in-
stituted in 1970 which allows 
for wide flexibility and ex-
perimentation. In terms of the 
traditional currency of 
academia, credits, the course 
is worth four to the students 
who are enrolled. But in ex-
perience and growth through 
trial and error, its value cannot 
be measured by any con-
venient yardsticks. It will be 
years before the true interest 
on the students' investment in 
time and talent will accrue. 
In the meantime, though, 
theatre in its most basic form, 
warts and all, is the concern of 
Dr. Hutchinson and the class. 
Chances to try and to fail, to 
learn, to take risks are in-
finitely available. The class 
downplays theory in favor of 
actual experience, thrusting 
student actors, technical 
people, directors and house 
managers etc. directly into a 
con trolled, but real situation 
which duplicates as nearly as 
possible the actual conditions 
of a theatre company. 
To sfmulate the character of 
a true theatre c01:npany, the 
class has organized itself into a 
model. Callir,g the resultant 
organization "Our Company," 
the group has taken on the 
formidable task of mounting a 
production once each week for 
the entire semester. Open to 
anyone, the shows range from 
drama to farce, to reader's 
·theatre pres en ta tions. All 
special effects including 
music, lighting, props, scenery 
etc. pre the responsibility of 
the company and various 
members of the class have 
been designated to fill the roles 
of stage manager, house 
manager, lighting director, 
property chief etc. Publicity 
directors, art people, script 
people also have been 
assigned. A flier with the 
slogan "Our Company Wants 
Yours,'' is the first piece of 
promotional material to 
surface and copies have ap-
peared everywhere on cam-
pus. 
The class productions 
provide the college community 
an opportunity to view the 
development of future RIC 
theatre talent at the· grass 
roots. Fellow students have the 
chance to participate in the 
Stevie Wonder explains what superstition means on stage doing two 
shows, March 24th. The concerts will be at 7 p.m. and 10 a.m. Tickets are 
$3.50 for RIC with I.D.'s and $4,50. You can get tickets from the Board of 
Governors in the Student Union. 
Rhode Island College :\larch 22, 1973 
Spring hits R.I.C. That means that people sit out on the grass and do the things they like to do. As a case in point ... 
learning process by per-
forming the function audiences 
traditionally perform, reacting 
to the productions. The in-
formal, flexible nature of the 
entire experiment, possible 
with little or no expenditure of 
money, creates an invaluable 
medium for the development of 
theatre techniques and talents. 
Auto Emissions Symposium 
at Hrown 
Former students who have 
graduated from RIC like 
Norman Ranone, now an actor 
with Trinity Square, have been 
so taken with the idea that they 
have returned to participate in 
some of the productions. Staff 
and faculty members have also 
inquired about performing 
with the company or sub-
mitting scripts for review by 
the students. ( All decisions 
are made by the appropriate 
students.) The intimacy and 
the lack of intimidation plus 
the accessibility make "Our 
Company" one of the most. 
attractive current enterprises 
among the people interested in 
learning and theatre at Rhode 
Island College. 
RIC Dance t:oricert 
If you drive an automobile, 
how do you f~el ,about the 
possibility that the car you 
purchase in 1975 will cost as 
much as $1350 more than 1973 
models, and with no im-
provements other than anti-
pollution devices? And how do 
you feel about the possibility 
that your already decre · Jed 
gasoline mileage might ,drop 
by another 25%? 
On the other hand the 
s ta tis tics on vehicuiar 
pollution are available, and 
frightening. Nationwide, 
automobiles are -responsible 
for 66% of the man made 
carbon monoxide in the air; 
48% of the hydrocarbons; 40% 
of the nitrogen oxides, and 90% 
of the lead emissions. These 
four auto-generated pollutants 
add up to a whopping 143 
million tons ( 1969 approximate 
figure) a year infesting the air 
we breathe. Those figures are 
national averages. In areas 
like Los Angeles and New ;York 
The Rhode Island College City, auto pollution con-
Dance Company will perform centrations are obviously 
a concert on March 23 and 24 much higher. If something is 
which artistic director, Dr. not done to curtail the emission 
Fannie Helen Melcer calls a output from automobiles, the 
landmark production. For the cost if only in terms of human 
first time the RIC troupe will health will be catastrophic. 
dance three full-length ballets It is a classic dilemma, one 
b y p r o f e s s i o n a 1 which involves the future of 
choreographers. two mammoth industries 
The company this season is ( automobile and oil,) the 
composed of a greater number quality of our· life, hundreds of 
,- < cont. on Pg. 9) thousands of individual jobs, 
*********;;***********il*******~*J • * t 1 : lr1 this issue • 1( 
• ~ • • • • • • • 
1( * t~ ' } **"'************ .... ************.._.*. 
ana wmch will have a 
pronounced effect on our 
overall economy. Because of 
the immense potential impact 
the outcome of the auto 
emissions question will have, 
it will be the subject of a 
special public symposium to be 
held at Brown University on 
Wednesday evening, March 28 
beginning at 8 p.m. A SYM-
POSIUM ON THE CON-
TROL OF AUTO EMISSIONS 
will be moderated by Mr. 
-Douglas Edwards, com-
mentator, CBS News. Mr. 
Edwards will also function as 
one of the interviewers. Other 
interviewers at the symposium 
will be Mr. E.W. Kenworthy of 
the New York Times 
Washington Bureau. Mr. 
Kenworthy is an expert on the 
legislative aspects of auto 
emissions. Dr. Allen V. 
Knesse, Director of Quality of 
the Environment, Resources 
for the Future in Washington, 
D. C . , will be the third inter-
viewer. Resources for the 
Future is a non profit organ-
ization funded by the Ford 
Foundation which places heavy 
~mphasis on environmental 
problems. 
Panelists at the symposium 
will be Mr. Eric Storke, 
director of Mobile Sources 
Pollution Control of the En-
vironmental Protection Agency 
in Washington. Storke is the 
( Cont. on Pg. 9) 
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by Will Collette 
\I 
Post-Vietnam Blues 
It's all over, so they tell us. And we sit back and say how 
great it is and isn't it about time and now we can get to the 
business of getting the nation back together again. But going 
back isn't as easy as getting there in the first place. America will 
---never l?_~ the same, even if we wanted it to be. 
-
When the POW's stepped off the -pla11_e, they signified the 
fulfillment of many people's popes and, simultaneously, dashed 
many other's fondest wishes to the ground. These well-oiled 
automatons well coached in the proper platitudes with which to 
invest the Chief Executive could have spelled a return to reality 
and sanity in America. Aft~r all, they had young and old, liberal 
and conservative, well meaning folks all over the country 
wearing bracelets and buttons, and displaying signs and bumper 
stickers demanding that they be sent home. These men were the 
most prominent symbol of the war's futility - brave men rotti~g 
in prisons because a solution could not be reached for an in-
terminable period of time. 
These men could have said, "America, it was awful, and a 
Goddam waste. We must never, do it again." Instead, these men 
were debriefed and injected I.V. with a lethal dose of God, 
country and love for Richard Nixon. And with venom. 
Over the next year or so, America will be faced with a 
number of opportunities and alternatives to get itself together 
again. Opportunities for human kindness and alternatives of 
hatred or reconciliation. Yet, Mr. Nixon has tried to boot away 
every chance that has come by him. He has refused to consider 
the idea of amnesty. He is cutting back all funds to human service 
functions while allowing more and more opportunities for profit 
to his rich friends. He has asked for the re-establishment of the 
death penalty. I read in the newspaper the other day that he has 
told Congress that he will veto a bill providing funds for the 
rehabilitation of the handicapped. All of which makes me wonder 
if he is prone to tying tin cans to dog's tails or pulling the wings off 
of butterflies. 
I feel constantly frustrated when I read about such things and 
then note the blank expressions on people's faces. They can't be 
reached - they don't want to hear it anymore. The activist 
'movement is splintered because the central issue of the In-
dochinese war is defused. Each special interest group is 
suspicious of the other's intentions. Every group mouths the ideal 
of coalition, but, in reality, they all feel that they have little to 
talk to each other about - how can one group understand what 
it's like to be an oppressed member of the other group? 
The United States is going through another period of 
retrenchment. It is a retrenchment of the old-time ideals but in a 
new way. History is not being repeated, but it is certainly evident 
that old plots are being reworked. We will all probably survive 
the Nixon years. The amazing thing about having such a self-
centered pragmatist as President is that he would never do 
anything that could get us all blown up. He likes being President 
too much to let the continent blow away. 
Music Education??? 
-- A Coda!!! 
Dear Editor, 
Last week I wrote an article 
called Music Education at 
R.I.C. '?'?'? - this week I would 
like to further the concepts I 
set forth a trifle bit more 
because my ideas have been 
put down so much in my last 3 
1/2 years at R.I.C. that these 
pent up ideas that have been 
building pressure inside of me 
have to finally be released and 
I hope that this release of great 
force will cause action of great 
force. The following explains 
what my purpose is - utilizing 
the Music Educator's Journal 
( March 1972) which the Music 
Dept. "pushes." Too bad 
pushers don't believe in their 
own medicine. 
T·he · ·ration-ale l._c!_m __ in-
corporating in procreating 
these essays ( last article and 
this article) is to have them 
function as catalytic agents to 
further the healthful growth of 
the terminal motif that ALL 
types of the musical art should 
be studied and included within 
the overall framework of the 
curriculum and therewithal to 
function as a prolixity on the 
prolongation of the vetust data 
that the department diligently 
persists in dramatizing upon to 
an extreme degree. ( The 
departme1'1t doesn't un-
derstand the students 
language, so maybe they'll 
understand the following 
passages quoted by famous 
professional music educators.) 
"Serious music has come, 
temporarily at least, to a dead 
end. It is no longer a living, 
changing, growing organism. 
Outside the schools there are 




To the editor: 
I think your "Magic 
Theatre" section adds a 
valuable dimension to the 
pa per, 2:-• ..i it provides a needed 
outlet-for creative efforts from 
the college co~munity. Viva! 
Peace, 
Laurence J. Sasso, Jr. 
Director, 
RIC News Bureau 
Support Indians' Struggle At Wounded Knee 
RIC Chapter, Attica Brigade 
Eighty-three years ago in 
Wounded Knee South Dakota 
200 unarmed old men, women 
and children were massacred 
by the United States Army as 
part of the American 
capitalist's plan to eliminate 
the native American people, 
and expropriate their lands for 
profit. 
On l ebruary 27, 1973, 250 
Oglala Sioux reclaimed the 
town of Wounded Knee as part 
of the struggle of the American 
Inclian t.o Pnd cultural and 
physical oppression by the U.S. 
imperialists and to demand 
their political rights. These 
just desires of the American 
Indian have culminated in a set 
of demands which deserve the 
support of all anti-imperialist 
forces. 
The Indians demand: 
1. The right to elect their 
own tribal leadership. 
2. The investigation of the B. 
I. A. ( Bureau of Indian Af-
fairs) and its dealings with the 
American Indians. 
3. The investigation of over 
300 treaty violations by the 
U.S. govemment. 
U.S. Officials seek to distort 
and cloud over the basic issues 
ancl h::ive tried to reduce the 
struggle to complex legal 
questions. But these im-
perialist · tactics cannot ob-
scure the fact that the strong 
action taken ;s ONLY because 
of the extremely oppressive 
conditions thrust upon the 
Indian people. With 65% 
unemployment, land ex-
propriation, incredibly high 
rates of alcoholism and 
suicide, high infant mortality 
and deterioration of all social 
and physical conditions - the 
American Indian dramatically 
shows the horrible effects of a 
colonized and severely op-
pressed people. 
We of the Attica Brigade 
realize that the policies of the 
U S. Government are not just 
accidental but are part of the 
very nature of imperialism. 
The same U.S. imperialism 
that fought to exploit and 
oppress the Indochinese people 
and is still seeking to spread 
the tentacles of imperialism in 
Africa, Asia, the Middle East 
and Latin America is the same 
political program of im-
perialism and colonialism 




To the Editor: 
I am writing fo express my appreciation for the work done 
by Dr. T. S. Tegu, Louis Moniz, Humberto Silva, Virginia 
DaMota, Maria DePedro, and Henry Marques in preparing a 
Portuguese translation of the Rhode Island Legal Services Food 
Stamp Handbook. 
As with many federal/state programs that are supposed to 
assist low-income people, the Food Stamp Program is charac-
terized by exceedingly complex regulations that are beyond the 
comprehension of most people who are the intended 
·beneficiaries.This problem is made even more difficult for those 
whose primary language is something other than English. 
-- We believe there are many Portuguese speaking people in 
Rhode Island who- are -~igible for Food Stamps, but. ao not 
receive them because they laclc knowledge-about. tl}e program. 
As we have had numerous requests for a Food Stamp -Hanabook --
in Portuguese, I was extremely happy to receive the translation 
prepared by your organization. 
We expect to have the Portuguese translation ready for 
distribution in about a week, and we will send you copies of the 
final product. In addition to assisting many hundreds of low-
income Portuguese individuals in Rhode Island, I think you will 
find that quite a few students are also eligible for Food Stamps. 
Given the steadily rising cost of food, I would take advantage of 
the program. 
Again, thank you for your assistance. 
Bread and Justice 
Jay C. Lipner 
Boycott· Dow 
To the Editor: 
There are 165 courageous people at the Dow Chemical plant 
in Bay City which has been on strike for 14 months. They would 
like to enlist the aid of your newspaper and members of the 
student body so that we may survive. Dow Qhemical is using its 
unlimited resources in an attempt to destroy us economically and 
eliminate the collective bargaining process of our Local Union 
which is 14055 of the United Steelworkers. 
Many workers and their families have suffered unlimited 
hardships in the loss of income and personal property which they 
have had to sell in order to feed their families because Dow 
Chemical refuses to resolve an unjust labor dispute provoked by 
Dow Chemical and its local management. 
In the interest of humanity we ask that you print this letter in 
your college paper and that the student body aid us by refusing to 
buy Handi-wrap plastic food wrap and Ziploc bags which are 
made at the Bay City plant. 
( Cont. on Pg. 4) 
Jazz is Alive and Growing 
Dear Editor: 
I would like to take a few minutes to share with other people a 
very overwhelming experience I had the opportunity o.f wit-
nessing here at R.I.C. on March 11. What I am referrmg to 
specifically is the Preservation Hall Jazz Band Concert. ~efore I 
had the opportunity of attending this concert, ~11 I r~ally hste~ed 
tow as rock and classical music, and used to thmk of Jazz as bemg 
strange but now I realize how wrong I was. Jazz is really a very 
beautiful and soul-moving type of music and I feel sorry for t~e 
people who turn this type of music off to themselves as I once did. 
The atmosphere created was the most friendly an? warmest 
of any type of concert I ever attended. At symphomes the a~-. 
mosphere is stuffy, rigid, and very unfriendly; ~t rock concerts 1t 
is more friendly· but at this jazz concert 1t was extremely 
friendly and happy - people were not .afr~id to talk to complete 
strangers and all barriers of communication were broken down 
so everyone quite literally became "equal." 
( Cont. on t>g. 4) 
WE OF ATTICA BRIGAD~ 
ST AND BEHIND THE 
AM ERIC AN INDIANS IN 
THEIR STRUGGLE FOR 
THEIR RIGHTS OF SELF-
DETERMINATION AND IN 
THE RECLAMATION OF 
THEIR STOLEN LANDS. WE 
CALL ON ALL ANTI-
IMPERIALIST FORCES TO 
SUPPORT THE AMERICAN 
INDIAN MOVEMENT. 
"I Still Haven't Come 
Down" 
Letter to the Editor 
"I still haven't come down." 
One thousand people of all 
ages and nationalities dancing, 
singing, clapping and laughing 
with one another - Preser-
vation Hall Jazz Band, Sunday, 
March 11, Walsh Center. 
(I still haven't come down) 
Deborah Diiorio 
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Bob Mayoh: Notes on a Russian Visit 
KIEV 
We are in Kiev and it is cold. 
The Hotel Dnipro at Lenin 
Komsomol Square, our In-
tourist accommodation in this 
Ukrainian capital, our second 
stop in the Soviet Union, 
functions through the worst 
winters, apparently, with a 
totally archaic non-heating 
system located on the top floor 
of the place, which make its 
effects but barely evident 
within individual rooms on 
lesser floors where a small 
section of wall may be 
discovered to be just slightly 
warm to the touch - a help to 
no one. Heating in the hotel 
seems to wo-rk upon a 
graduated basis; the higher 
the floor, bringing you closer to 
the source of heat, and the 
cozier it gets, while those 
below the fifteenth floor - thE 
-demarcation line between 
comfort and deprivation -
have reason to complain, their 
rooms being chilly by day, 
pownright freezing by night. 
Nothing can be done about the 
'situation, save in giving out 
· extra blankets and antibiotics; 
and as a result, our time in 
Kiev is unfortunately ham-
pered by sickness, in its worst 
form with strep throat and 
bronchitis, elsewhere in 
ubiquitous sniffles and 
weariness. 
The Hotel Dnipro also comes 
with a confounding elevator 
which makes a stop on one's 
floor once every other day, the 
wildest foreign currency bar 
( drunks in the place are legion 
by eleven each night) , and 
finally, no American smokes in 
sight which after a 
prolonged search includes all 
of Kiev. On the other hand, one 
should say that the Dnipro's 
restaurant served probably the 
best food we encountered in 
.our Soviet tour, and although 
the rooms c0uld not match 
those of the Hotel Astoria in 
cosmopolitan Leningrad, they 
were nonethesess attractive, 
fastidiously clean, and at-
tractively furnished. 
Kiev, capital of the Ukraine, 
is a very different place than 
Moscow and constitutes a 
certain change of pace for us. 
Where Moscow is modern and 
, Leningrad cosmopolitan, each 
in a Western sense, Kiev, the 
smallest of the three, is almost 
provincial - an older and 
slower city, populated with 
trees, trolleys, and army 
trucks. The city appears at its 
best, one can imagine, in 
spring and summer when each 
of the boulevards are in bloom. 
Kiev has the look and feeling of 
a resort-town, Eastern 
European style ( from the 
landing off my room one can 
see a ferris wheel in a small 
park by the Dnieper River) ; 
but in the middle of winter it all 
appears a bit faded, with a 
I.race-of off-season in the air. 
Moscow and Leningrad are 
crowded and bustling, and one 
understands them as the 
sprawling entities that they 
are, too big, too complex to 
ever be completely covered; 
Kiev appears more as a 
'town, a place where you can 
lie the same stranger twice, 
an extended village with 
definite boundaries. And the 
people are different, a far cry 
from Muscovites. Ukrainians 
are as polite and friendly as 
Russians, but they move with 
less haste, and speak without 
I.he officious brusqueness that 
we have come to recognize in 
many Russians·. And yet, I 
don't entirely trust these 
people, for they seem hidden 
and aloof, their eyes con-
tinually betraying the fact that 
they are thinking a great deal 
more than they are letting you 
in on. The youth in particular 
seem an almost scheming lot, 
and for the most part they 
encounter you with a deal in 
mind - they want something 
from you. Perhaps it is in the 
fact that most Kievians have 
not seen that many foreigners. 
On the street anyway, you gain 
the impression that you are 
perceived in the same manner 
as the visiting Russian, 
tourists both, by the resident, 
that person who actually lives 
in a place most only come to 
visit on vacation. 
There are differences be-
tween the Russian and t'1e 
Ukrainian, and none ar re 
aware of this than the two 
parties themselves. In many 
respects they don't get along at 
all. The Ukrainian nationalist 
movement is a growing force 
in Ukrainian life, one getting 
stronger year by year. The 
Soviet Union is a federation of 
socialist republics, composed 
in large part by ethnic blocs. 
Each of the Republics are 
supposedly equal under the 
law. Yet ever since Stalin 
forcefully imposed 
agricultural collectivization on 
the Ukraine in the early 
thirties, resulting in wholesale 
executions, deportment, and 
famine, there has been 
deepseated division between 
Moscow, where the regime has 
always been centered, and the 
Ukraine. In World War II, 
which has gone down in Soviet 
history as 'The Great Patriotic 
War ' when Nazi Germany 
in~aded Russia, making its 
farthest penetrations into the 
agricultural and oil-ri~h 
regions of Southern Russia, 
comprising the Ukraine a?d 
Caucasus regions, a maJor 
German blunder came in the 
policy of terrorizing rathe_r 
than enlisting the fervent anti-
Stalinism of the area. By 
alienating Ukrainian 
nationalists, the Nazis ef-
fectively - destroyed any 
possibilities for the emergence 
of a potential ally, the~eby 
forcing anti-Stalinists ~o fight 
for Moscow, the Russian oi;r 
press or, in gaining back their 
homeland from a greater 
enemy. If the Nazis ~ad chosen 
t.o be liberators mstead .. of 
worse tyrants than the Soviet 
regime itself, the course of the 
Russian campaign, hence the 
entire war, might have been 
immeasurably altered. 
Ukrainian nationalism 
today, as perceived by t~e 
nationalists themselves, is 
primarily a response to w~at 
they consider 'Russ~an 
chauvinism'; that is, Russian 
domination of their homeland. 
They seek equality for the 
Ukrainian language, and a 
.viable reinstatement of the 
civil liberties and. cultural 
freedom originally 
promulgated and promised by 
Lenin. The continuing protest 
is essentially against both 
national discrimination and 
cultural isolation. What is 
foremost in the minds of such 
Ukrainians is the desire for 
'de-Russification' of the 
Ukraine. 
The only anti-Russian 
sentiment which I encounter 
directly in Kiev, comes from a 
young Ukrainian student 
named Sasha, who tells us he 
does not particularly like 
Russians and who would refuse 
to speak anything but his 
native Ukrainian when in 
Moscow. It is obviously a 
matter of the deepest national 
pride with him. Another dif-
ference in attitude that one 
notes after coming to the 
Ukraine after Moscow, is that 
the fiftieth anniversary of the 
founding of the U.S.S.R. (1922-
1Yt2) . a celebration of Soviet 
achie~ement that can be seen 
exhibited everywhere in 
Moscow, appears a good deal 
more restrained in Kiev; the 
giant red billboards and 
banners proclaiming the event 
which one sees all over 
Moscow, is much less in 
evidence here in the Ukraine. 
Apparently the fiftieth an-
niversary celebration, like the 
SoviP~ state itself, is Moscow 
orientated. 
One thing impossible to 
avoid in Kiev is an encounter 
with the black market; its 
youthful agents are 
everywhere, constantly in wait 
within the immediate vicinity 
of the hotels which serve 
visiting foreigners, like the 
Dnipro and the Moscow, . to 
make their approach. Spottmg 
a foreigner, they will follow 
him for several blocks before 
they think it safe to make their 
approach. Plainclothesmen 
worry them, and one thing they 
will not do is step into your 
hotel, since policemen in 
disguise haunt the home roost 
of all their foreign contacts 
( Nonetheless, in the men's 
room in the Dnipro I catch a 
dollars for rubles come-on) . 
Transactions on the black 
market are of course illegal, 
and every Soviet traveler from 
t.he West is briefed before 
entering the country on ~he 
possible penalties for_ gettmg 
caught making such trans-
actions ( as explained, in most 
cases it's back home im-
mediately on the next Aeroflot 
flight· but in special cases, 
drugs' for example, it might 
just grab a Soviet jail sen-
tence.) You will be ap-
proached, we are told; and_YOU 
are to ref use all such off ermgs 
that come your way. If caught, 
your sponsoring agency will 
virtually disavow any further 
concern with you, so em-
barrassing will they find this 
sort of discretion on your part. 
My first encounter with t~e 
black market comes m 
Moscow when late one evening 
I am approached in the men's 
room for a possible exchange 
on a two to one basis of dollars 
for ruoles. ·Forty rooobles, 
twenty American do-lars, ok?' 
I hear through a mildly 
amusing alcoholic blur from 
what looks to be a smiling, 
ruble gesticulating Russkie. A 
transaction such as this is a 
real killing for the smalltime 
opportunist, since twenty 
American dollars in Russian 
hands represents some real 
buying power, especially since 
many of the most desired 
items, impossible to obtain 
under normal conditions where 
rubles are involved, can be 
purchased at the Beriozka 
souvenir shops, where only 
foreign ·currency is allowed. 
Items such as transistor radios 
and electric watches can be 
had at the Beriozka shops at a 
relatively inexpensive price; 
with rubles only, you can't find 
I.hem lo buy anywhere. Con-
trary to the current financial 
situation in many countries 
today, in the Soviet Union the 
dollar, along with the West 
German Deutsche· mark, 
reigns supreme. And it is not 
only the black market which 
hungers for the dollar but the 
government itself - in the 
Beriozka shops they will make 
change for you in every 
western coin save American. 
But rubles for dollars are but 
one exchange come-on from 
black marketeers. American 
clothes for rubles is another, 
and in this case it is the Soviet 
youth who seek the op-
portunity. 'Mebbe we trade 
clothes?' they ask, but that's 
out since they have nothing in 
I.his respect you really want. 
Clothes then for rubles? Here 
the prices to be had are 
phenomenal; forty rubles for 
I.he year-old blue jeans you 
have on at the time ( forty 
rubles is about fifty American 
dollars). As another example, 
western rock records can go 
for a bout the same if you've got 
I.hem. The Kievian youth were 
very big on Soviet military 
paraphernalia; apparently 
they've caught wind of a recent 
western youth fetish for 
masquerading about in 
discarded military apparel. All 
the youthful Kievian dealers 
have ·soljer belts,' it seems, 
and when they approach you 
this is always an item they 
bring up in their sly pitcli for 
your consideration. The 
smarter, more dedicated ones, 
however. aware that trading 
comes quickest when the goods 
are on hand and do not have to 
be brought forward at a later, 
none-too certain date, actually 
go about wearing two or three 
extra belts under their coats. 
· Mebbe you like Russian soljer 
belt?' they ask in subdued 
tones, always keeping a wary 
eye out for the secret police; 
and when the moment's right 
they quickly part their coat at 
the belt to reveal underneath a 
golden, star impressed belt 
buckle with hammer and sickle 
in the center. At two or three 
bucks a pop, depending upon 
the stubborness of the seller, 
it's a real deal. 'Ancient' icons 
are also for sale, though with 
fhis item you've got to be a 
positive fool to buy, since at 
two hundred dollars a throw 
the thing had better be 
genuinely antediluvian ( In any 
event, ancient or not, you'd 
have to sneak it by customs or 
they'll never let you out with 
it). Another item is hashish, 
which goes for a dollar for 
three or four grams; and for all 
non-practitioners in this area, 
let me only say this represents 
a deal beyond belief. Most 
Ukrainian youth are 
acquainted with hash and 
many smoke it regularly -
often right in the street since 
after they roll it up in a 
cigarette of dark Russian 
tobacco the. hash is the last 
thing you can smell. In closing, 
let me say that although 
alcoholic addiction is a more 
serious problem in the Soviet 
Union today than a 
corresponding situation with 
drugs, the government has set 
very stiff penalties in this 
area: possession carries a 
sentence of five years, for 
selling or dealing, the term is 
for life. And the sentences 
stick. 
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14, Cuban C~gar 
15, Standards 
16, Type Style 
17, Showing Deep Respect 
18, Carried Out 
19, Expunges 
21, Prefix: Outside 
22. At Any Time 
24, Ravished 
25, Being: Sp, 
26. Provides Meaning Again 
28, French Flower 
29, Beats 
30, __ Leone 
31, Put Into Action 
34. __ Have It 
35, Cognition 
36, Obtain Knowledge 
37, To Go: Fr. 
38, ~pollo 16 Commander 
42, Hardens 
43. Bethrow 
44. Iranian Coin 
45, File Section 
46. Famous Golfer 
47. African Antelope 
48. Menu Term 
50. Ascribe 
53, Shirk 
54, Looked At Slyly 
55, Knitted Garments 




3, Sports Item: Fr, 
4, Black Cuckoo 
5, Ethnic Disturbances 
6, Abrades 
7, Threes, as in cards: Sp. 
8, Tore Apart 
9, French Season (pl,) 
10, Saul's Uncle 
11, Mountain (song) 
12, Color Lightly 
13, Cape __ 
14, Concealer 
20, Gamut 
23. Declines to Accept 
25, __ of Aquitaine 
27, Natural Talent 
28, Of Strong Emotion 
JO, Utopia 
31, Word Game 
32. Delicatessen Food 
33, Discloser of Secret 
34, Light, Derisive Laugh 
36. Tree Trimmers 
38, Medieval Entertainer 
39• Medieval Turks 
40, French City 
41. Stuck Together 
43, Flat-bottomed Boat 
46. Jargon 
49, Government Agency 
51, Hebrew Letter 
52, Vegetable 
Solution on Page 8 
Music Education 
< Cont. from Pg. 2) 
no "serious composers" doing 
much of anything now. Those 
in the schools are having no 
effect at all on the culture. The 
mind just seems to be worked 
out. The church tries to sup-
port music for extramusical 
reasons; the opera companies 
commission stillborn operas; 
the symphonies commission 
ho-hum symphonies; elderly 
ladies commission elderly 
string quartets; and all but a 
precious few yawn widely. 
What does this mean for the 
schools? The trouble is that the 
music school or department, 
from which all our leadership 
must now come,· is resolutely 
ignoring the only lively aspects 
of its own field as well as ''. ) 
only music that really counts 
throughout the culture - pop, 
rock, jazz, and music of other 
cultures, ... the music schools 
are wrongfully and dishonestly 
occupied. They may be 
regarded as museums, largely 
isolated from the culture. If 
teachers in the music schools 
and university music depart-
ments do not rise to the 
challenge impo~ed on us, .... we 
will isolate ourselves from the 
general culture, and far worse, 
continue to pour culturally 
ignorant music teachers 
( serious music snobs) into the 
public schools." ( Again, the 
following passage was taken 
from the Music Educators 
Journal, March 1972) ( Read 
and ye shall weep! ) 
I hope all my preaching and 
suffering will not have been in 
vain and that the music 
department, which is very 
prejudiced towards classical 
music, will learn to accept the 
interracial association of 
"living music" ( modern 
popular) and "dead music" 
( classical) on at least a 50-50 
basis. We must no longer study 
the basic organism but rather 
the many and varied mutations 
that have developed as a result 
of the needs and aspirations of 
the current culture. A foun-
dation ( classical) is worthless 
without a house ( modern 
music) on it because no one 
can live ( no practical use) in 
it; but a house without a 
foundation can exist. The best 
structure though, is one which 
has a basic foundation with an 
integrally constructed house 
super-imposed upon it. 
Thank you again, as this 
newspaper is the only voice of 
freedom and expression that 
students have now existing 
that can spur the necessary 
action. 
( Frank Larsen) 
Concerned Music Student who 
is sick of "LIVING IN THE 
PAST." 





( Cont. from Pg. 2) 
The musicians involved 
were really great artists. The 
difference between them and 
classical mus1c1ans, for 
example, was that the jazz 
artists "were music" ( from 
their God-given ability to just 
play without any music in front 
of them), while classical ar-
tists just "know music" ( most 
need printed notes in front of 
·them to do anything worth-
while). 
This type of music will live 
forever as it is the only real 
form of "true music." 
Boycott Dow 
( Cont. from Pg. 2) 
If there are individuals or 
groups on campus who would 
like to aid us in this humane 
endeavor, please contact me at 
the address which is given 
below. We request that they 
boycott the above mentioned 
products which are produced 
by Dow Chemical in Bay City 
and by any other aid or ac-




401 N. Chilson St. 
Bay City, Michigan 
Local 14055 
DRUG FILMS 
( CPS) - Remember when 
they herded your entire high 
school into the auditorium and 
showed you the film on drugs? 
The "friendly stranger," 
who always looked like a 
villain in The Man From 
Uncle, would unload a badly 
rolled joint on this incredibly 
straight couple for an 
outrageous fee. The next scene 
was the traffic accident where 
the couple had turned them-
selves into hamburger with 
their car headed for the 
recycling center. 
Or someone slips a couple of 
hits of acid into Suzy's ·root 
beer and suddenly there is this 
third-rate light show and Suzy 
does a swan-dive from the 25th 
floor into the pavement. 
If you ever thought those 
movies were a bit sen-
sationalistic you have backing 
from the National Coor-
dinating Council on Drug 
Education. The four-year-old 
non-profit organization has 
just released its annual report 
on drug abuse films. 
According to the group, only 
16 percent of the 220 films 
reviewed were ''scientifically 
and conceptually acceptable." 
The other 84 percent were 
rejected for a variety of 
reasons including scientific 
accuracy and scare tactics. 
Fear as a tactic came under 
special critic ism from the 
group . 
Drug films aimed at 
minorities were reviewed and 
results were even worse. Out of 
220 films only seven dealt with 
minority groups and all were 
inaccurate. 
'' All seven are stereotyped,'' 
said one spokesperson. "The 
black male is always pictured 
as enmeshed in an un-




Nearly seven hundred 
student government leaders 
from 140 colleges in 44 states 
lobbied their Congressmen and 
Senators early this month as 
part of the Second Annual 
Conference of the National 
Student Lobby ( NSL). 
One goal of the student 
delegates was full funding of 
the Basic Opportunity Grants 
( BOG) program to channel 
and ADDITIONAL $1 billion 
per year directly to needy 
students. The program is also 
crucial lo middle income 
students because its funding 
will greatly ease the pressure 
for sharp tuition rises. 
The students also urged no 
cuts in existing student aid 
programs such as grants, 
fellowships, work-study and 
loans. 
Last year's Lobby Con-
ference delegates, aided by 
students writing letters, were 
it1.strumental in convincing the 
House-Senate conference 
committee on the Higher 
Education Act to authorize the 
landmark BOG program by 
one vote and to support student 
representation on college 
boards of trustees. 
"What was most impressive 
about ~he Conference is that 
students who in the past have 
walked in the streets are now 
walking in the halls of 
Congress," said Layton Olson, 
executive director of NSL. 
"Now it's important for all 
students to follow up this face-
lo-face lobbying with letters io 
their Congressmen," Olson 
added. 
Besides BOG funding, 
groundwork was also laid for: 
( 1) Defeat of an amendment 
by Cong. John Erlenborn (R-
ill.)_ allowing employers to hire 
students ( under 21) and non-
student youth ( under 18) at 80 
per cent of the regular mini-
mum wage. Last year the 
amendment passed the House 
but not the Senate and was 
strongly supported by Mc-
Donald's Restaurants. 
( 2) Passage of bills offered 
by Sen. Frank Moss ( D-Utah), 
Cong. Harley Staggers ( D-W. 
Va.) and Cong. William 
Keating ( R-Ohio) permitting 
youth and senior citizen 
discount air fares despite the 
December Civil Aeronautics 
Board elimination of youth 
fares. 
( 3) Passage of a bill 
preventing federal authorities 
from forcing newspersons, 
including student journalists, 
from disclosing confidential 
information or the sources of 
such information. Many 
conference participants were 
student newspaper editors. 
Founded in 1971 by student 
body presidents from Berk~ley 
and Notre Dame, NSL doubled 
in size since its First Annual 
Conference and now 
represents 1.5 million students. 
Supported mainly by dues 
from its member schools, the 
L ob-by's 12-person full-time 
staff includes both student 
interns and professionals. 
Conference delegates also 
worked for limits on 
Presidential war powers to 
prevent future wars such as in 
Vietnam without a vote by 
Congress, an end to the 
Selective Service System on 
June 30, stopping foreign aid to 
LOSE 20 POUNDS 
IN TWO WEEKS! 
Famous U.S. Women Ski Team Diet 
Durmg the non•snow off season 
the U.S. Women's Alpine Ski Team 
members go orr the "Ski Team" diet 
to lose 20 pounds in two weeks. 
That's ri!{ht - 20 pounds in 14 days! 
The basis of the diet is chemical food 
action and was devised by a famous 
Colorado J?hysician especially for the 
U.S. Ski Team. Nonna! energy is 
maintained (very important!) while 
reducing. You keep ''full" - no 
starvation - because the diet is de· 
signed that way 1 It's a diet that is 
easy to follow whether you work, 
travel or stay at home. 
This is, honestly, a fantastically 
successful diet. If it weren't, the U.S. 
Women's Ski Team wouldn't be per· 
mitted to use it! Right? So, ·give 
yourself the same break the U.S. Ski 
Team gets. Lose weight the scientific, 
proven way. Even if you've tried all 
the other diets, you owe it to your• 
self to try the U.S. Women's Ski 
Team Diet. That is, if you really do 
want to lose 20 pounds in two weeks. 
Order today. Tear this out as a 
reminder. 
Send only $2.00 ($2.25 for Rush 
Service) - cash is O.K. - to Infer• 
mation Sources Co., F-.O. Box 982, 
Dept. ST, Carpinteria, Calif. 93013. 
Don't order unless you expect toJose 
20 pounds in two weeks! Because 
that's what the Ski Team Diet will do!_ 
JOB 
LINE 
The Student Employment 
Office has received a number 
of new job listings in the past 
week. If you are interested in 
further information see Mrs. 
Wellins, Student Employment 
Adviser. Roberts 314. 
WAITRESS - Cranston - 3 
nights a week - $2.00 per hour 
NEWSLETTER COOR-
DINATOR - Providence -
experienced in newspaper 
work - $3.00 per hour, 15 to 20 
hours. per week 
RECEPTIONISTS (2) -
Warwick - evenings and 
weekends - 20 hours 
OFFICE WORK 
Providence - run billing 
machine ( employer will train) 
- 15 hours a week - will arrange 
to fit schedule - $1.85 per hour. 
Any students who are in-
terested in registering for 
summer employment should 
see Mrs. Wellins. Summer jobs 
should be listed with the 
Student Employment Office 
soon and only students who are 
registered with the office wilr 
receive job notices. 
military and colonial govern-
ments, restricting the in-
fluence of multi-national 
corporations on U.S. foreign 
policy, and converting the U.S. 
economy from clef ense in-
d us try-based to domestic 
priorities industries such as 
pollution control, health, mass 
transit and education. Students 
also lobbied Congress to open 
the_ highway trust fund for 
mass transit and bicycle paths, 
to ,allow voter registration by 
mail and to fund campus child 
care centers. 
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BOOKS: The Women Poets In English, An Anthology 
Will Collette 
Edited, with an introduction by Ann Stanford. 
McGraw-Hill Book Company, $9.50. 
Ms. Stanford's collection offers many hours of delight for, 
despite my initial cynicism, her book is an entirely valid and 
entertaining work. In this particular period of .history, many 
authors and book companies are especially quick to exploit the 
Women's Movement. To this end, many unworthy manuscripts 
have been foisted upon the reading public in the name of 
relevence. 
I did not find this to be the case in The Women Poets ... It is a 
scholarly work that traces its way from the root of English 
literature to the present with many stops upon the way. ( The 
collection contains the work of nearly 135 women.) The first 
poem, translated from Old English, tells of the perennial plight of 
women. In this instance, the woman calls for her errant husband 
to return and accept the responsibilities he has created and fled. 
She ends her poem with the bitter truism: "How easy for man to 
break what never was bound-/ our song together.'' 
The collection travels through time, including the names of 
. the greatest and many of those with the greatest burdens of 
history, such as Anne Boleyn, Queen Elizabeth of York and 
Elizabeth I of England. 
Anne Boleyn's woeful song gives insight into the injustices 
she suffered at the hands of ambitious men: 
Defiled is my name full sore 
Through cruel spite and false report, 
That I may say for evermore, 
Farewell my joy! adieu comfort! 
For wrongfully ye judge me 
Unto my name a mortal wound, 
Say what ye list, it will not be, 
Ye seek for that cannot be found. 
Though many of the women of this period wrote of ~heir 
various prisons, not all were of stone and steal. Isabella Whitney 
advised: 
In loving, each one hath free choice, 
or ever they begin, 
But in their power it lieth not 
to end when they are in. 
To be quite sure many of the things that caught my eye and 
thus those things I ~hoose to convey are the historical oddities 
and 'more unusual things. One striking example is a poem by 
Phillis Wheatley entitled "To His Ex~ellency <?eneral 
Washington," which is more than just an oddity but ~n item. of 
high camp. ( "A crown, a mansion, and a throne that shme,/ With 
gold unfading, Washington! be thine, etc.") . 
Part Two of the collection, the modern poets is far _better 
developed artistically. It contains an excellent _sampling. of 
modern women's poetry of high qu8;1ity, but not spoHed by bem~ 
too well known. This selection contams two poems ( Old H~~~n 
and "Now Snow Descends") by Jean Garrigue, a visitmg 
professor to Rhode Island College. . 
In several hundred titles and ten score artists, Ms. Stanford 
has attempted to bring English poetic s~udy up _to date. She may 
not have succeeded in setting everythmg straight, but she has 
certainly developed one damn fine collection. 
There are strange languages being used 
'Jy those who find this picture show we live in 
o be poorly written, poorly directed, 
ind excruciatingly mis-cast. 
I communicate, celebratoos homo-sapien, 
but I cannot understand what is written 
on street signs - stop, go, yield. 
The snake he's long - seven miles. 
Listen to no one but yourself. 
... 
You possess secrets that languish uncommunicated; 
'et them find their language, 
and never beg pardon for misunderstanding. 
-W.C. 
Kirk Feather 
"Grandeur That Was Rome" 
by Michael J. Bordonaro 
There stand you Rome! 
A soured wine within a golden chalice, 
a broken rose among a field of thorns, 
a polished silver with eluded l4ster, 
a fallen eagle about a throng of vultures. 
There stand you Rome! 
In magnanimous glory of aging wonder, 
imperial form of artistic sculpture, 
classical vision of cultured birth, 
distinguished realm of enlightened worth. 
There stand you Rome! 
For a thousand years you struggled and flourished. 
a conquerors dream of mastered heritage, 
a Caesar's quest of extravagant fortune, 
an Empire's perspective of civilized worship. 
There stand you Rome! 
The cradle of western civilization, 
barbaric world of brutish foundation, 
philosophers gift of somber evocations, 
fallen destroyed by the destructive ages. 
There stand you Rome! 
Amidst the ancients funeraled burnings, 
echoing the ghosts of the marching soldiering, 
forsaken your gods for a Christian yearning, 
silently waiting for your kingdoms rebirth. 
There stand you Rome! 
There stand you Rome! 
I have lain with her 
beneath thunder clouds, 
kissed and kissed 
that chin, those eyes, those velvet ear lobes, 
and drank that sweet breath. 
I mur~ured nonsinse, thus intoxicated, 
and there was the strength of conquest flowing 
through my frame. 
Rustling movements of giant oaks with rich green leaves, 
and the delicious perfumed sweat of a young woman's body 
are gone. 
Winter approaches, as cold as a diamond, 
harbringer of vulnerability, 
winter dark. 
The snow that rests on the window ledge 
whispers to me that the world sleeps, 
but for my part 
I take summer in my arms 
beneath thunder clouds. 






Around the Town 
by James W. Dawson 
FILMS 
BROWN 
THURS. MAR. 22 
Modern Times - Cinematheque - ": 30 p.m. 
FRI MAR. 23 
Breathless - Carmicb,cl - 7: 00 p.m. 
Black Orpheus - Sarmichael - 9: 30 p.m. 
The Paim Beach Story - Carmichael -- Midnight. 
SAT. MAR. 24 
America Is A Hard Place To See-8: 00& 10: OJ p.m. 
The Hired Hand- Faunce House - 7: 00 & 9: 30 p.m. 
The Conqueror Worm - Faunce House - Midnight. 
SUN. MAR. 25 
My Fair Lady-Faunce House-7: 00 p.m. 
Bed And Board-Faunce House- IO: 00 p.m. 
Paper Lion - Faunce House - Midnight. 
MON. MAR. 26 
Paper Lion - Cinematheque - 7: 30 p.m. 
TUES. MAR. 27 
Zvenogouia - Cinemathcque - 7: 30 p.m. 
WED. MAR. 28 
Only Angels Have Wings-Cinematheque-7: 30p.m. 
T BURS. MAR. 29 
Blackmail - Cinematheque - 7: 30 p.m. 
BRYANT 
WED. MAR. 28 
Rachel, Rachel - Aud. - 7: 30 p.m. 
RHODE ISLAND JUNIOR COLLEGE 
FRI. MAR. 23 
Psycho and North By Northwest - 2: 00 p.m. 
RHODE ISLAND SCHOOL OF DESIGN 
THURS. MAR. 22 
The Cousins - Mem. Hall - 7: 30 p.m. 
ROGER WILLIAMS 
THURS. MAR. 22 
Camille 2000- L ec. Hall# 129- 8: 00 p.m. 
FRI. MAR. 23 
Monkey Business-Lee. Hall#129-8: 00 p.m. 
SAT. MAR. 24' 
Same as Fri. Nite. 
SUN. MAR. 25 
Lion's Love--Lec. Hall #129-8: 00 p.m. 
MON. MAR. 26 
Lion's Love-Lee. Hall#l29-8: 00 p.m. 
TUES. MAR. 27 
A Stranger In Town-Lee. Hall#l29-8: 00 p.m. 
WED. MAR. 28 
The Devil Bat-Lee. Hall#l29-8: OOp.m. 
THURS. MAR. 29 
Artful Penetration - Lee. Hall# 129- 8: 00 p.m. 
PRODUCTIONS 
VETERAN'S MEMORIAL AUDITORIUM 
FRI. & SAT. MAR. 23 - 24 
Sleuth - Broadway Theatre League - 8: 30 p.m. 
WED. MAR. 28 
Mazowsze - Artists Internationale - 8: 00 p.m. 
MOUNT ST. JOSEPH'S 
SAT. & SUN. MAR. 24 - 25 
West Side Story - 8: 00 p.m. 
CONCERTS 
PALACE THEATRE 
FRI. MAR. 23 
Lou Reed and Bruce Springstein - 8: 00 p.m. 
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A Special For 
RIC Students! 
Tickets for the MARC EL 
MARCEAU performance are 
in demand. Since part of your 
activity fee subsidizes the Fine 
Arts Series, the Committees 
want to give you FIRST choice 
THEREFORE .... tickets will 
be disbursed at the ROBERTS 
BOX OFFICE on Thursday, 




ONE RIC STUDENT+ 
ONE RIC I.D.= 
ONE FREE TICKET 
If there are any tickets left. 
they will ~e disbursed in tht 
usual manner starting Mon-
day, April 9 al 10: 00 a.m. 
DivinP Light M,ission, an 
organization dedicated to 
spreading the spiritual 
knowledge of the 15-year-old, 
c;uru Maharaj Ji, is spon-
soring a program at Rhode 
Island College, in the Student 
Union, Room :I08, Thursday, 
,Vlarch 22 at 7: :IO p.m. Ad-
mission is, free. 
Chess Club 
Chess Club Exhibition Tonite 
The Rhode Island College 
Chess Club will present an 
exhibition in simultaneous 
chess tonight at 7: 30 p.m. in 
the Faculty Center. The Club's 
guest will be Mr. Robert 
Marshall of the Gambit Chess 




Bob Pilkington's class in 
Elements of Social Work was 
taken on a "field trip," Wed-
nesday, March 14th. Mr. 
Pilkington took his group to an 
emergency meeting of the 
National Association of Social 
Workers, R.I. chapter at the 
Jewbh Community Center in 
Prov. The meeting was called 
to discuss responses the NASW 
should make to the crisis in 
human services posed by the 
drastic budget cuts by the 
Nixon Administration. 
Students were cordially 
welcomed and dispersed t.o 
observe and participate in 
various round table 
discussions. Among the 
various group topics were: 
Income Maintenance; the 
manpower for health and 
social services group, led by 
Ron Montgomery; Health 
Delivery, led by John Tierney 
and Criminal and Juvenile 
Justice, led by Anthony 
Travisono, director of the state 
Department of Corrections. 
The general consensus of 
each of the discussion groups 
was that the profession of 
social work was having some 
difficulty in getting its 
message across to the people. 
Social workers are certainly 
not the most popular 
profession and that the 
President was doing a much 
better job of selling his point of 
view. To combat this, each 
group recommended that some 
types of coalitions would be 
needed to spread the base of 
support for continued human 
services. Several groups. 
suggested that NASW organize 
lobbying efforts in Washington 
Several other suggestions were 
outlined but nearly all dealt 
with better ways of delivering 
the truth to the people. 




For Each 0 • Adult Member 
of Your Party 
PITCHERS OF BEER 
OR 
GOBLETS OF WINE 
~ ALL YOU CAN DRINK 
plus 
ALL THE SALAD 
YOU CAN MAKE 
plus 
A JUICY BONE-IN 
SIRLOIN STEAK 
~1$2.95 
FOR DINNER ONLY 
EMERSONS, Ltd. 
unlimited steak dinners 
1940 Pawtucket Ave 
(Formerly Sullivans Steak House) 
E. Providence, R.I. 
434-9100 
COMPLIMENTARY COFFEE OR TEA 
WHAT DO YOU WEAR? ANYTHING! 
© Emersons, Ltd., J.P. Radnay, President 
On Campus 
by Jim Dawson 
THURSDAY, MARCH~ 
RIC Dance Company-Roberts Aud. -8: 15 p.m. 
FRIDAY, MARCH 23 
Theatre Company Production- Roberts Little Theatre-12: 00 
p.m. 
RIC Dance Company-Roberts Aud. -8: 15 p.m. 
SATURDAY, MARCH 24 
RIC Dance Company-Roberts Aud. -8: 15 p.m. 
BOG Concert-Stevie Wonder- Walsh Gym- 7 and 9: 30 p.m. 
SUNDAY, MARCH 25 
Cinema U ( BOG Films) - Sunday, Bloody Sunday - Gaige Aud. 
- 8 p.m. 
MONDAY, MARCH 26 
Salstone House - 7 p.m. - Midnight 
TUESDAY, MARCH 27 
J. Pellegrino (Trumpet) - Roberts 137-1 p.m. 
Salstone House - 7 p.m. - Midnight. 
WEDNESDAY, MARCH 28 
Salstone House - 2 p.m. - 5 p.m. 
RIC Wind Ensemble - Roberts - 1 p.m. 
FREE CLASSIFIEDS 
FREE CLASSIFIED. The classifieds may be used by the RIC Com-
munity to sell anything, ( meal tickets, bO\Jks, yourself,) they may bt: 
used to extend a greeting: 
Candace, You Didn't ... 
Classifieds can be used to find roommates, friends, opportunities, and 
many, many other things. As we said before, classifieds are free. 
However. we will set a limit of ninety spaces. 
For free classifieds, please fill out the form below: 
~-------·_. ------------------------------- ----------~ --....... __________ 
....... -~-•---1----i---~ 
----1 - - !---. - - ,....... - - - - ,_... ---------------------------------------1----
PLEASE PRINT. "X" OUT THE SPACES BETWEEN WORDS. 
RETURN THIS FORM TO: THE ANCHOR, 3rd floor, RIC 
Student Union, 600 Mt. Pleasant Ave., Providence. 
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...._~ .... i,,,.. ..... ~s,.,, •• ,..,.,..~,;-..&>C..:::,0,,--4...::i,~-----ft--. . 
Ill~ 
. -
~OVl!'>;G off campus? Need fur-
~iture·~ Student selling couch, 
mattress. etc. Call 231-i596. 
FOR S.-\L E: 1966 MGB for parts, 
SPRING AWAY VACAT/ONS1roms93 
••• 
STEREO components, 15-45% off 
most brands, all fully guaranteed. 
T. \' .'s also. i69-5407. 
••• 
FOR S.-\L E: Girl's 3-speed, 
Raleigh-Triumph bike. $50. 
Bought last August. In good shape. 
Contact Pat in Browne Hall, Room 
Ground-9 or call 831-9346. 
FOR S.-\L E: '66 Chevy Super Sport 
::27. Engine 4-speed. Convertible. 
S-100. Good condition. Call 333-6465. 
.FOR S.-\LE: 1968 Olds Cutlass 
con,·. Bucket seats, :l-speed. Ex-
cellent condition. Call 8:11-5221. 
*** 
·;2 GOLD DUSTER :n8, 
h~·dromatic power steering, disc 
brakes. $2:l00. Call Tony, 751-9782, 
between a-7. 
*** :\EEDED: Students to work with 
tet>ns. Complt>te freedom in ac-
ti,·ities. Apply ('omm .. Ser\'ice, 
S.l'. :IOI. 
l!li I motor, transmission, 2 ton-
neaus, and more. Call 737-0213. 
* • * 
FOR SALE: 1966 VW camper. 
Excellent running condition. :\ew 
motor. Asking $675. Call 722-09:!5. 
* * * 
:\EEDED: Crochet hooks, knit-
ting ne<'dles, yarn, beads and 
leather. Contact S.L'. :104. :\eeded 
for kids. 
* * * 
\\',\:\TED: Bass amp for practice 
ust·. qua:ity not important, hut 
pric<' is < chPap >. 272-81 Iii. 
* * * 
FOH S,\LE: Formica table with 
largt• lPaf chair~ < 8), must !->ee. 
$ l:i. 1:1:1-2·)8:I. 
* * * 
FOH SALE: Dulcim<'rs. brand 
1ww. Call ('harlcs llu()t, :1:i:1-:1:15-L 
* * * 
FOH S,\L E: C'lassical guitar like 
Ill'\\.: nylon st.rings. :\lw,t s(•e, $ Iii. 
1:1:1-2!.x:1. 
* * * 
\\',\.'\TED: Plastic cokt• bottles. 
Fai'.' prict•. Contact .Jim in S.U. :10!) 
or rail t·xt. Hi!I or :121--t41i!I. 
Sun 'Swim 
$164 
Pick from the CambeM1 hland 
of you, choice. All Trips. 8 day fl+ghts. 
Bah■mas-frHport $164• 
S.n Juan - Puer10 Rico $199• 
J.m■lca $204 • 
Bermuda $199• 
Ba~ on Quads PrlC~ e11.clud1::s ta• and lips 
Wander Europe 
s200 · 
[11;pk)re. fll,,.1r or 1ust wander We'll l..Jke you to 
Europe and when you·re ready bnng you'back 
This 1s our specialty from transportahon on the 
biggest airlines to pas~ on the :,matlest trains 
Ski Vermont 
$93 
The best ski.school ,n thP east ctf~ a wee"-of tun, 
w1ne.andlriends Beg1nnersandexperts~ 
Not~ben .. ,~.,.on, • ..,... 
M bcHh M1. Sno. -.Id Supt-bush V...., 
NATIONAL STUDENT TRAVEL SERVICES t611i 661 1010 
On Harvard Square 4 Brattle Street Cambridge, Mass. 02138 
* * * 
(a•:IDI:\:\ SIIEP ,\Ill) puppie!', 
males $2:i. females $20. Deposit 
will holo. Call 766-8445 after 7 p.m. 
* * * 
:\EEDED: Part-titnt• cas<• aides, 
hours fl<•x1hl('. lntt'n•sh'd'? /\pply 
a~ ('0111111. S<•rvi<·1 Off., S.U. :104. 
Lt. Mag. Revived Persuasive Contest Date 
Announced About The College Speaking 
* * * 
* * ·t, Literary Magazine: 
Deadline -for -signing up for 
the seventh annual PER-
SUASIVE SPEAKING 
CONTEST is March 30! 
Here's your chance to per-
suade people to do something 
about whatever you want done, 
contributed to, or changed. 
The contest is open to every 
undergraduate on campus. 
Everyone, who enters the 
contest will win something. 
Duplicate prizes will be 
awarded in case of a tie. 
Each contestant's speech is 
to be persuasive-and between __ 
five to seven minutes in length. 
The speakers may talk on any 
topic they desire. That is all 
there is to it! 
(.'Ol':\SELOHS ;\;EEDED: hotlin<' 
st·rdct•. Training provided. For 
morc info. contact S.U. :104. 
* * * 
Police Advertising 
in Underground 
1 CPSl - The Los Angeles 
Police Department is ad-
\'ertising in an underground 
paper, the Los Angeles Free 
Press. 
E:\.JOY SWl:Vl,\11:\(;'? M<'<'ling 
Stn·d Sdtool nt•t•ds lll'ople to h<'lp 
on a 1-1 basis. Contact S.U. :10-1. 
* * * 
The Department is ad-
vertising for informants to 
report on "handcore pornc 
activity." A polic( 
spokesperson said, "We're 
getting a lot of response 
because <pornography) is 
repugnant to some people." 
Students who wish to 
contribute to THE 
HELICON, the student 
literary magazine of 
l{hode Island College, may 
forward submissions -
including poems, short 
stories, and essays, as well 
as sketches or illustrations 
- to HELICON MAIL, c/o 
Department of English. 
Manuscripts should be 
submitted before March 
:w. 
The Contest will be held on 
Thursday evening April 26th in 
Gaige Auditorium. Remember 
the deadline is this month, 
March 30. The registration 
sign up sheet is on Prof. 
Joyce's office door in Craig 
Lee 136. 
* * * ENCOUN (ER '73 * * * * ENCOUNTER '73 * * * * ENCOUNTER '73 * * * 
Encounter '73 will run from July 9 through August 3 in eight two-day cycles: 
July 9-10 (M & T), 1 2-13 (Th. & F), 16-17 (M & T), 19-20 (Th. & F), 23-24 (M & T), 26-27 
(Th. & F), 30-31 (M & T), August 2-3 (Th. & F) 
The following positions are open to students who are presently 
enrolled in the College and eligible for enrollment in the Fall 
Semester 1973: 
1. Sponsor: The role of the Sponsor is primarily to help in 
acquainting new students with the College in all of its aspects. 
New students are profoundly affected by fellow students. They 
expect understanding of their problems, and of the kinds of 
decisions they must make. They should find with Sponsors the 
opportunities to: 
1.) Exchange ideas freely, without fear of ridicule 
2.) Try themselves out in their strivings for independence and 
self-realization 
3.) Test old and new ideas and so gain in self understanding 
4.) Come into contact with the resources in the college com-
munity which will lead to: 
a. enhancement of academic learning 
b. opportunity for social interaction 
c. the development of enhancement of values and standards 
d. becoming an integra-I part of the Rhode Island College 
community 
Sponsors are expected to be available and participating at all 
times during the eight, two-day cycles, of Encounter '73. Ex-
ceptions to this are made on an individual basis and only under 
very extenuating circumstances. 
The Sponsors will be directly responsible to the Director of New 
Student Programs. The stipend is $350 plus room and board. 
Sponsors will be expected to participate in a training program 
during the later part of this semester and on July 5, 6, and 8th. 
If you are interested in helping new students learn how to help 
themselves in meeting and understanding the new demands of 
college I ife while representing the college in it's purposes, ex-
pectations and demands, please apply before March 30th. 
2. Student Aide to Advisor: { Eight Positions) The student aide 
works under the direction of a faculty advisor during the advising 
and registration segment of Encounter. There will be eight 
faculty advisors { two in each of the three General Studies areas, 
two in Elementary Education). Unless unusual circumstances 
arise, the aide would work with the same faculty member 
throughout Encounter. 
The student is immediately responsible to the faculty member 
with whom he is working, then to the Assistant Dean of Arts and 
Sciences, and ultimately to the Director of New Student Programs 
who directs Encounter. 
He or she has the following reponsibilities: 
1.) To collect necessary advising materials from the Assistant 
Dean of Arts and Sciences, to prepare the classroom for advising, 
to greet freshmen as they arrive for advising, and to perform 
clerical tasks assigned by faculty advisors. 
2.) Under the direction of the faculty advisor, to assist students 
interpreting schedule code and in preparation of schedule. 
3.) At the conclusion of the advising period, to clean the room and 
return unused materials to the Assistant Dean of Arts and 
Sciences. 
Stipend: $100 
{ Note: the student aide's hours are such that he is free to take 
summer school courses.) 
Full job descriptions and applications are available in the Office 
of New Student Programs - Craig-Lee 057, Special Services -
Craig-Lee 059 and 128, Student Union Information Desk, Career 
Development Center, Counseling Services, Admissions Office, 
Records Office, Library Circulation Desk, Dean Ducey - Gaige 
108, Dean Delucia- Horace Mann 314, and Dormitories. 
DEADL ·1N E For Submission Of Application: Friday, March 30, 
1973. For furlttllr information see Jim Cornelison in Craig-Lee 
057. 
* * * ENCOUNTER '73 * * * * ENCOUNTER '73 * * * * ENCOUNTER '73 * * * 
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PORTRAITS 
by Jeffrey L. Heiser 
Summer Suburb Blues Again 
Summer suburb blues again. Gotta choice between opening 
my eyes and closing them. 
Drivin' straight and narrow down. Straight arrow, as the 
poets say, but everyone dabbles in ink every now and then for the 
purpose of creation, wouldn't ya think? Doesn't it make sense 
that people might wanna get some kind of sensation, a rush outta 
making their own art, a reflection of their own culture ... must be 
pretty shitty art. 
But the sun is high noon like the high loon that's drivin' this 
car, so bright that you have to wear those tinted glasses that an 
old girl friend bought you the summer before. But drivin' with 
windows down vents open radio on sun comes a-shinin' makin' 
even your dirty blue button-down collar shirt with white pin-
stripes makin' yer shirt look clean, and maybe there's some 
importance to be found here. Or let it stay in the back of a mind 
for future reference ·as the piss-yeilow c-ar slides into the 
driveway and the dog starts barkin' ( as usual) and there's 
security to be found in someone else's gravel driveway. 
So Michael steps daintily out of the piss-yellow car and 
doesn't even mind anymore when the gravel crunches under his 
sneakers, You know, those green ones with the maroon laces that 
turned everyone's stomaches. 
So Michael steps lightly up the three or four steps ( never 
bothered to count them) pulls the screen door out and pushes the 
kitchen door in and laughing, "Shit Aynsley, when did you start 
eating peanut butter and jelly? everytime i had on you always 
though it was pretty dumb compared to roast beef and turkey ... " 
"munchies,'' Aynsley mumbled, finishing off his glass of 
milk. 
"but they're so fuckin' dry what're y' tryin' t' do, kill your-
self." 
"no shit, kid ... have to have a glass to wash down each bite i 
take ... wanna do another one?"· 
Michael nodded and sat down . Aynsley's house faced the 
mile and a half wide river and a big window in the kitchen that 
p{ished open in the middle and a bigger one in the living room 
with the ole million-dollar-view/ worth-a-thousand-words deal. 
Aynsley rolled accurately enough to produce one of his usual 
small cigars that always did the trick no matter how far along 
you were. So Aynsley lit it and Michael took the first, sat back ir 
his chair on the other side of the small round kitchen table, looked 
to his right out the window and across the river, scowling not 
meaning it and scratching the back of his head for no reason at all 
but Aynsley was ·smilin' away again, makin' two more peanut 
butter and jelly sandwiches and getting another glass for Michael 
and taking those outrageous talks off courtesy of zig-zag and 
Aynsley's own sheer talent. Summer suburb blues again ( across 
the river.) 
So Michael smiles, you-can't-help-it, and takes a small bite, 
washing it down with nature's own, or make that Nature's Own, 
and it's just sunshine and a smile this afternoon. 
"ever since we moved here i've always wanted t' swim 
across the river," Aynsley says dramatically and breaks out into 
this huge grin ... 
"i even feel like goin' t' church, or at least a family picnic in 




by Jim Dawson 
A BAO A QU (RIC) 
FRIDAY, MARCH 23 
Bill Brown - 7 p.m. - 1 a.m. 
SATURDAY, MARCH 24 
Open After Stevie Wonder Concert 
BIG MOTHER ( BROWN) 
FRIDAY, MARCH 23 
Bill Gannon - 10 p.m. 
SATURDAY, MARCH 24 
Mike Allen - 10 and 11: 30 p.m. 
THE MOUTHPIECE (Clemence St., Prov.) 
FRIDAY, MARCH 23 
Stash - 9 p.m. 
SATURDAY, MARCH 24 
Susan Giroux-_ 9 p.m. 
R.l.COLLEGE 
DANCE CO. 
MARCH 23 AND 24 8:15 P.M. 
ROBERTS THEATRE 
General Admission or R. I. C. Student ID 
Spotlite: Colleen Farrissey 
by Maryann Cadieux 
I could feel Colleen Farrissey 
blushing through the telephone 
receiver. Even her voice 
seemed to blush. So I asked, 
"Colleen Farrissey, daughter 
of And-ew and Nancy 
Farris~ej of 472 Walnut Street, 
Fall River, Massachusetts, 
alumnus of Durfee High 
School, and resident of Browne 
Hall at Rhode Island College, 
how does it feel to be in-
terviewed as a dancer?" 
Silence. A giggle. "Funny," 
she said. "I really don't 
deserve to be interviewed." So 
began a conversation that 
would soon disprove her own 
modest self-appraisal. 
If I were to describe Colleen 
Farrissey in a word, I would 
probably choose "unique", 
even at the risk of obvious 
cliche. Your average 
stereotyped dancer - flighty, 
moody, eccentric -she is not. 
In fact, she's not your typical, 
stereotyped ~ollege student, 
either - militant, disin-
terested, removed - not 
Colleen! She's - Colleen 
Farrissey - excited, aware, 
and very honest. 
What does this bright young 
RIC coed have going for her 
that merits such notice? For 
one, she's got a dazzling record 
with the RIC Dance Company, 
thanks to a refreshing attitude 
and a particularly endearing 
personality, to say nothing of 
talent. She anticipates the 
coming spring season with 
more than ordinary interest, 
and for good reason; she will 
be performing in the Spring 
Dance Concert at the college 
( slated for March 23rd and 
24th.) Though by no means her 
stage debut ( she danced in last 
year's Cabaret and A Water 
Study, to name a few,) the 
energetic sophomore is par-
ticularly anxious for this 
coming season's program. 
When I asked Colleen why 
she seems to enjoy dancing so 
much, I admittedly expected to 
hear a lengthy spiel on how 
dance provides a great · op-
por tun ity for artistic self-
expression, or a spectacular 
social gamut. Perhaps this can 
best explain why I was so 
pleasantly surprised to hear 
her very uninhibited response: 
"Exercise." She went on to 
explain how she hopes to apply 
her appreciation of movement 
with all of its technical aspects 
in teaching the Deaf, an am-
bition which has guided her 
into a Special Education Major 
at the College. 
Colleen thinks of dance as 
"fun," and rarely as "work." 
She claims that one's attitudes 
on Dance depends on why one 
is there. There can be no doubt 
that Colleen Farrissey 
WANTS to be where she is at 
right now. Why? "Because I'm 
interested in it. I think that I 
can appreciate a performance 
more now since I've ex-
perienced it myself. If it 
weren't for dance, this school 
would be nothing to me. I'm 
pretty nervous, and dancing 
gives me a chance to let loose." 
Colleen admits that there 
were times when she almost 
regretted that she had ever 
become involved in dance at 
all. One such situation oc-
curred in rehearsal for a 
college production. "It was 
just a bad day for me, I guess. I 
kept messing up, and although 
I: really didn't want to quit, I 
did get pretty frustrated with 
myself!" She succeeded of 
course in conquering the 
prob~em single-handedly, but 
admits that she is an ardent 
believer in group interaction as 
an important learning tool. "If 
someone messes up, everyone 
sho~d stop and help. Crits 
( critiques) should be given 
oft~n and people should give 
th~ir suggestions openly. One 
thmg that really bothers me is 
that people don't help each 




- D E B A R I s T R E N G T H 
H A V A N A C R I T E R I A 
I T A. R E V E R E N T 
D I D E R A S E S ■ E C T 
E V E R R A P E ~E N T E 
R E D E F I N E S F L E U R 
-F L O G S • s I E R R A 
A C T U A T E• T H E A Y E S 
NOEsrsl1EARN-
ALL E~J OH NY O\U NG 
G E L S B E P E -I A L 
R S T ■ C A S P E R G N U 
A L A C A R T E I I M p u T E 
M A L I N G E R L E E R E D 
S W E A T E R S A M A S S ■ 
CPS Shorts 
( CPS) ~-- Cuban students 
marked the Vietnam cease-fire 
agreement by burning an ef-
figy of President Nixon. The 
roasting culminated a day of 
celebration in Havana on 
January 30. 
Thousands of cheering 
students marched through the 
streets waving north Viet-
namese, Cuban and National 
Liberation Front flags. 
The effigy of Nixon was set 
afire as it hung floodlit from a 
monument erected in tribute to 
American sailors. 
For the aspiring young 
dancer, Colleen's magic 
ingredient for self-satisfactory 
success is hard work and a 
genuine interest. She believes 
that talent is more or less a 
secondary requirement. 
Though she is a self-confessed 
"sea tterbrain," she endorses 
the "little bit o' talent and lots 
_o' willingness" theory for the 
amateur. "Dance is something 
that everyone can participate 
in with some degree of skill." 
Colleen sees it as an effective 
means of replenishing the 
human resources wasted by 
television and other super-
popular distractions. No doubt 
the nervous, blushing dancer 
from that obscure area of gray 
Fall River will someday get 
her chance to enrich the lives 
of the handicapped with her 
own special vivacious ap-
preciation for life's fin~r 
aspects. 






hv Ken Michael Foresta} 
"Dear Marcel ... " 
In our last discussion concerning my Romantic Philosophy, 
we touched upon the sore subject of Wounded Knee. You had 
asked me, what, I, as a professed believer in Romanticism, 
thought about the whole situation. Well, I must admit, you caused 
me great pain, for the more I thought about the situation, the 
more paradoxes I found in previous thoughts on the subject. But I 
implore you not to feel the ecstasy of victory yet, for I feel that I 
have finally come up with a Romantic overview of the values or 
ideas being fought for at Wounded Knee. 
First, as a Romantic, I'm afraid that I could not diligently 
support the efforts of those Indians who occupy Wounded Knee. 
There are three basic reasons which I would like to talk about, in 
order to explain my stand. 
1) That the Indians at Wounded Knee have caused a severe 
split in the Indian nation. When Wounded Knee was first taken, 
my first thoughts were that it was a necessary action on the part 
of the Indians. Then the slap in the face, a spokesman for another 
faction of Indians volunteered to go in and get them out. You 
cannot imagine the feeling that went through me when listening 
to those words. My feeling is that the Indians in Wounded Knee 
are no longer spokesmen for the Indian Nation, that they are 
doing more to damage the Indian cause right now than to further 
it. It pains me to think that the Indians have split into factions, 
each working towards the same goal, using different means. 
2) The next two reasons more or less express the same 
feelings, yet, I feel, they can be dealt with on two completely 
different levels. The Indians at Wounded Knee are expressing 
concerns that encompass more then the Indian Nation. They are 
dealing with the problem that exists in the Black world and every 
poverty area in America. What I'm trying to say is that, as a 
Romantic, I would feel much more comfortable if Wounded Knee 
were being run or controlled by Blacks, Puerto Ricans and poor 
men as well as the Indians. I feel that unless the sects who are 
definitely being shit upon get together and make this a "united 
Revolution," we may be experiencing several "Bay of Pigs" on 
our own soil. Yes, I used the word revolution, but a small one that 
( unfortunately) will end in total disaster, changing nothing -
Revolution as you have said many times, cannot be by a 
majority. I agree, but must stress that if revolution is to be by a 
minority, let it be by a united minority. 
People are just looking at Wounded Knee as though it is a 
single "bad boy" in a school room. I would like to imagine 
people's thoughts if suddenly, the whole "class" began to act up. 
My third innermost feeling on Wounded Knee is Separatism. 
John Winthrop fought the evils of Separatism for many years, 
when trying to establish the Bay Colony in 1630. It was not until 
Wounded Knee that I saw the reasons behind Winthrop's zealous 
feelings on Separatism. The Indians in Wounded Knee have 
taken the "liberty" of deciding that that "city" is a new country. 
What are the results of this action? I feel that the action does 
much to undermine, possibly destroy. the revolution in this 
country. That there will never be a sue -~ssi~! revolution, unless 
a true minority commands such an action. 
That Wounded Knee has succeeded means simply that they 
denounce all of America. The Blacks, the ghetto, the poverty 
areas. The Wounded Knee population should not be denouncing 
these peoples, but joining with them in open Revolt. 
Yes, I believe in the ideals of Wounded Knee. It is the 
Isolationist tactics of the leaders that I disagree with. 
.H.ll: Dance Concert 
( Cont. from Pg. 1) 
of seasoned dancers than at · Billie Ann Burrill, associate 
any time in its history ac- professor Qf physical 
cording to Dr. Melcer, and the education. Production 
skill of the company reflects a manager is Thomas Goode. 
very advanced degree of Financial support from the 
ability she feels. student parliament at RIC, the 
The concert at 8: 15 p.m. Health and Physical Education 
each evening in the Roberts Department, and the Com-
Hall Theatre will include mittee on College Lectures 
Apollo, choreograpned by makes the concert possible Dr. 
senior Kristina Hartman and Melcer pointed out. 
Paula DeRita, Friends, 
choreographed by Jennifer 
Cooke, Premonitions, choreo-
graphed by Dr. Melcer, and 
Streams in Space, choreo-
graphed by Clay Taliaferro, 
last year a visiting artist in 
dance at RIC. 
Kristina Hartman and Carol 
Preziosi, are student co-
di_rec~ors of the concert. 
L1ghtmg has been designed by 
Members of the RIC Dance 
Company are: Jennifer 
Cooke Debbie Dalton, Martha 
Demp'ster, Paula D_eRita, 
Kristine Hartman, Richard 
Lambertson Frank Mc-
Dowell C ;rol Preziosi, 
Marga;et Short, James 
Tartaglione, Lora Wortman, 
Colleen Farrissey and 
Catherine Sernosky. 
Auto Emissions 
, ('ont. from Pg. J > 
key aid to Wm. D. 
Ruckelshaus. Administrator of 
the Environmental Protection 
Agency. on matters of air 
pollution. Other panelists will 
be i\lr. Herbert L. Misch. Vice 
President for Environment 
and Safety Engineering of the 
Ford Motor Company; Mr. 
Sydney L. Terry, Vite 
President, Environmental and 
Safety Relations for Chrysler 
Corporation; Mr. F.N. 
Garnmelgard, Senior Vice 
President for Public and 
Environmental Affairs at the 
American Petroleum In-
stitute; Dr. Stephen Ayres, 
Director, Cardiopulmonary 
Laboratory at St. Vincents 
Hospital in New York. 
The symposium at Brown 
will take place at a time of 
peak activity in the auto 
emissions crisis. Newspapers 
daily headline a blow by blow 
account of the "Environmental 
Protection Agency VS. Auto 
Makers" struggle. The EPA, 
which was established by 
President Nixon in 1970 as an 
objective, impartial arbiter of 
Environmental matters -
particularly in establishing 
and enforcing pollution control 
standards - is trying to en-
force a 1975 deadline by which 
automobiles must meet the 
new, stiff standards on 
hydrocarbon and carbon 
monoxide emissions. The auto 
makers, with help from the oil 
companies, are desperately 
trying to exercise the one year 
postponement statute of the 
Clean Air Act Amendments 
of 1970, saying they need more 
time to comply with the new 
standards. 
Key points in their struggle 
over the last two weeks have 
been: 
- Last Year Mr. Wm. D. 
Ruckelshaus of the EPA, 
turned down an auto-maker's 
request for postponement. 
Three weeks ago the 
Washington Circuit Court of 
Appeals, while not overturning 
the Ruckelshaus Decision, 
directed the EPA to hold 
further hearings on the matter 
to fulfill legal requirements. 
New hearings will commence 
in March, after which 
Ruckelshaus will review his 
decision. 
- Three weeks ago, the 
National Academy of Science, 
one of the neutral bodies 
assigned to review the auto 
maker's progress and deter-
mine the feasibility of com-
pliance, reported that while 
auto makers could possibly 
meet the deadline established 
by the EPA, a one year ex-
tension would be preferc!_ble . 
- A story on March 1, 
featured in both the New 
York Times and Wall Street 
Journal with a Detroit date-
line stated that while 
American auto maker's 
legal staffs were seeking a 
postponement, it was an-
nounced that Japanese-
produced Mazda automobiles 
with Wankle engines had in 
fact satisfied the emission 
standards for 1975. Toyo 
Kogyo, the company which 
makes Mazdas, ha::, con-
sistently maintained it could 
meet the 1975 standards, 
without a substantial price 
increase. 
- Most recently, on March 4, 
the EPA announced it would 
open three weeks of hearings in 
Los Angeles to determine what 
sacrifices the 10 million 
citizens of the Los Angeles 
TRUCKING 
If you are going ANYWHERE, at any time, this service is for you. It 
is free, accessible and reaches a lot more people than a note on a bulletin 
board. To participate, please furnish the following information: 1) Are 
you a driver or rider? 2) Where are you going from and to? 3) When are 
you going? 4) Are you willing to share expenses? Sl Who are you and 
where can you be reached? Notices will be run for two weeks only unless 
renewed. Again, the service is free and will allow you to reach a large 
audience and is not limited to commuting back and forth from RIC. The 
responsibility for the smooth operation of the service rests with the 
participants and not with the Anchor. 
DRIVERS 
Leaving Centredale for RIC 
Tues. thru Fri. for 8 a.m. 
classes, Mon. around 12: 30. 
Can take up to 4 people. Call 
Karen at 231-5680 or contact 
thru Chaplains' Office. 
* * * 
Leaving RIC for Centredale 
Mon. thru Thurs. at around 4 
p.m., Fri. at noon. Call Karen 
at 231-5680 or thru Chaplains' 
Office. 
* * * 
Leaving Pawt. End of East 
Side for RIC Mon., Tues. and 
Fri. before 9 a.m.' Willing to 
take several people. Call Will 
at 331-0008 or extension 311. 
* * * 
Leaving RIC for East Side 
Mon. & Tues. after 4: 15-6: 30 
classes, Wed. after 7: 15-9: 30 
class. Willing to take several 
people. Call Will at 331-0008 or 
extension 311. 
* * * 
Leaving RIC for Greenwood 
section of Warwick weekdays 
around 4: 30 p.m. Call Jimmy 
at extension 471 or 737-4196. 
Leaving RIC for Warwick 
(Narr.Pkwy) Mon. & Wed. at 
2 p.m., Fri. at noon. Willing to 
share expenses. Call Maureen 
at 781-9156. 
basin are prepared· to make to 
meet federal air quality 
standards. Los Angeles is the 
first of 37 cities in 22 states to 
confront the problem. The 
other cities have to submit 
transportation control plans to 
the EPA by April 15. If the 
plans do not satisfy the EPA, 
under the Clean Air Act 
Amendments, the EPA is 
authorized to design its own 
plans for them. 
March and April will be 
telling months in terms of the 
auto emissions debate. And 
regardless of how certain 
specifics regarding emission 
standards are worked out, 
larger questions loom. What, 
for instance, will the role of 
public transportation be if auto 
and fuel prices skyrocket as a 
result of emissions en-
forcement? Will new laws 
con trolling the production of 
other gasoline powered 
products like motorcycles and 
m1m bikes, chain saws, 
snowmobiles and power boats 
be written? It is possible. 
In the final report of the Ad 
Hoc Committee on the 
Cumulative Regulatqry Ef-
fects on the Cost of Automotive 
Transportation ( prepared for 
the Office of Science and 
RIDERS 
Leaving Barrington for RIC 
for 11 a.m. Mon. & Tues., Wed. 
& Thurs. at 10 a.m. Call Mary 
at 246-0762. 
* * * 
Leaving RIC for Barrington 
Mon. & Wed. at 5: 30 p.m., 
Tues. at noon and Thurs. at 4 
p.m. Call Mary at 246-0762. 
* * * 
Leaving RIC for Warn~n Fri. 
a£ter 12. Willing to share ex-
penses. Call Anne at 245-8399. 
* * * 
Leaving Brown U. area for 
RIC Wed. to arrive for 9 a.m. 
class, Fri. to arrive £or 8 a.m. 
class. Willing to share ex-
penses. Call Jane at 863-4542. 
* * * 
Leaving Warren for RIC Mon. 
& Wed., Thurs. to arrive for 
noon class. Willing to leave 
earlier. Call Karen at 245-1479. 
* * * 
Leaving RIC for Warren Mon. 
& Wed. at 6: 30 p.m., Thurs. 
anytime after 2 p.m. Call 
Karen at 245-1479. 
* * * 
Leaving Warwick ( Narr. 
Pkwy) for RIC for 9 a.m. class 
Mon. & Wed., Fri. for 8 a.m. 
class. Call Maureen at 781-
9156. 
Technology) was the foll"wing 
statement: 
"Despite the imposition of 
Harsh laws and stern control 
agencies, most of the ambient 
air standards are not at-
tainable in most suburban 
areas in the time specified. 
Non technical measures, some 
of which may involve serious 
social changes, may ultimately 
be required to cope with the air 
pollution problem effectively.'' 
The SYMPOSIUM ON THE 
CONTROL OF AUTO 
EMISSION at Brown, which 
will touch on some of these., 
sensitive matters, is being 
jointly sponsored by Brown, 
the Rhode Island Tuburcular 
and Respiratory Disease 
Association, and the New 
England Consortium on En-
vironmental Protection - a 
collection of 14 New Er Jland 
colleges and universities 
committed to environmental 
study. 
Over the past several years 
there have been public sym-
posia at Brown on subjects 
such ,,as the Manpower 
Revolution, Presidential 
Com missions and Social 
Change, and Arms Control. 
The Auto Emission symposia is 
another in a continuing series 
of symposia on national issues. 
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Purin1: A Personal View 
"On Purim a person should 
drink until he knows not the 
difference between 'Cursed be 
Haman' and 'Blessed be 
Mordechai'." 
A few weeks ago, one of my 
friends from high school 
stopped me as I was walking 
through downtown Providence, 
and asked me why I had never 
mentioned "that really cool" 
holiday of Purim to him. He 
went on to explain that he had 
been taking this survey of 
religions course at U.R.I. and 
that when studying about 
Judaism, the holiday of Purim 
was discussed. He wanted to 
know if it was REALLY true 
that people are suppose to 
drink on that night, and so I 
decided that I better reveal the 
truth of Purim to him and also 
to others who are a little un- . 
sure oht. 
The traditional- -story reads 
like a fairy tale and that which 
is not historical fact is quite 
easily excusable because of the 
meaning and beauty of the 
story. The Purim story takes 
place in Shushan ( Persia) 
during the reign of King 
Ahasuerus. The King decided 
to have a feast and invited all 
the princes and officials to join 
him. After seven days of 
feasting, Ahasuerus ordered 
his queen to appear before him 
and his friends and to wear her 
crown ( and rumor as it, 
nothing else). Queen Vasti, 
with the modesty befitting a 
queen refused and was im-
mediately banished from the 
kingdom ( some say she was 
killed). King Ahasuerus, 
needing a queen, decided to 
hold a contest for all the 
virgins of his kingdom with the 
prize being the crown. 
Meanwhile, Mordechai the 
Jew, had been bringing up his 
uncle's daughter, Hadassah, or 
as she was called Esther and 
upon hearing of this contest, he 
decided that Esther should 
enter it hut he forbade her to 
reveal her identity as a 
Jewess. This was perhaps done 
as a precaution. If the king 
chose her and then decided to 
get rid of her, he· just might 
take out..his anger on Esther's 
people. T'herefore it was better 
that no 1one should know who 
she was. Esther went to the 
capital to participate in the 
contest and her simple beauty 
immediately caught the King's 
eye and he chose her to be his 
queen and the kingdom 
rejoiced. 
And while everyone was 
rejoicing, Mordechai learnt of 
a plot to kill the king and he 
told of it to Esther who warned 
the king on Mordechai' s 
behalf. At this same time, 
there lived a prince in the 
kingdom who was promoted to 
be prime minister and whose 
name was Haman. Where he 
walked, people bowed - that. 
is, all but Mordechai. Haman's 
anger was raised against 
Mordechai and when he found 
out that Mordechai was a Jew, 
he decided to cast lots ( "pur"-
hence the name of the holiday, 
Purim) to pick the date when 
he would execute Mordechai 
along with all the other 
members of his race. Haman 
got the king to agree to his plan 
to exterminate the Jews and a 
decree was issued that stated 
that on the thirteenth day of the 
month of Adar, all Jews would 
be killed. When Mordechai 
learnt of this, he went to Esther 
and urged her to save herself 
and her people. She agreed to 
do this and in order to· do so, 
she planned two banquets on 
successive nights and invited 
just the King and Haman. 
Haman, glowing with pride at 
these invitations, talked freely 
with the royal couple and on 
the second night, the con-
versation turned towards the 
forthcoming execution of the 
Jews. 
At a dramatic moment, 
Esther revealed that she was a 
Jew and that she would have to 
die with her people. The king, 
who now loved Esther dearly, 
decided that Haman must die 
in the place of the Jews. 
Mordechai was then appointed 
to a high office in the kingdom 
and trn1s the Jewish com-
munitf was saved from 
destruction. 
BOB MA YOH: Film Review 
The Purim story. which is 
much longer than the version 
here presented. has. been 
passed from generation. It is 
written on a scroll called a 
l\1egillah. which is in a form of 
an ancient letter. One of the 
many odd things about the 
.negillah'is that the word G-d is 
not mentioned even once. 
There are many explanations 
for this, the most widely ac-
cepted one being that even 
though G-d is not present or 
visible, His presence in the 
affairs of men, is felt. Another 
interesting fact about the 
megillah is that all the letters 
of the Hebrew alphabet are 
found in a verse of chapter 3 
( the Hebrew version of "The 
quick fox ... ") 
There are many customs 
associated with Purim and 
these differ from country to 
country. Two customs that are 
somewhat universal however 
are the giving to charity and 
the commandment to rejoice-. 
One is suppose to give at least 
two gifts to the poor on Purim. 
As Y ehudah Halevi wrote, 
"So feast, gooa tnenas, go eat, 
and drink; 
Purim shall be your merry 
feast. 
.3ut in your joy seek out the 
poor with gifts; do not forget 
him." ' 
As for the drinking part, 
authorities differ. Many say 
that one should drink only 
more than he usually does and 
that the drink should lead to 
sleep so that be will not know 
the difference between 'Cursed 
be Haman' and 'Blessed be 
Mordechai'. Others say that 
it's okay to just drink a lot. 
Either way, Purim is a happy 
holiday and should be 
celebrated with songs and 
dances and masquerades and 
feasting. This year, R.I.C. 
students are invited to join 
students of Brown University 
in this celebration to be held at 
the Hillel House on the Brown 
Campus. Fore more in-
formation contact Dr. Gold-
man, Speech Dept. Rejoice, 
Purim! 
Ingmar Bergman' .. ·CRIES AND WHISPERS' 
'Ever since my ctmanood I have pictured the inside of the soul as a moist membrane in shades of 
red.' 
'Cries And Whispers,' 
Ingmar Bergman's latest film, 
opens with photographer and 
frequent collaborator Sven 
Nykvist's fleeting but beautiful 
glimpses of another day 
beginning as the morning light 
pokes and then streams its way 
through the park-like trees and 
clinging mist about a stately 
country home: The camera 
then passes inside the manor to 
observe the tick of time on 
various ornate clocks within 
quiet rooms that are revealed 
to be literally bathed in red 
from top to bottom, from the 
wallpaper and draperies, to the 
carpeting and blankets on the 
bed. Another day of pain is 
beginning for Agnes ( Harriet 
Andersson) , a spinster in her 
late thirties dying cancer of the 
womb. Agnes rises to note her 
pain in her diary, then returns, 
slowly and carefully lest she 
provoke the pain, to her bed in 
meeting the morning entrance 
of her two sisters, Karin and 
Maria, and the devoted maid, 
Anna, the three of whom are 
caring for her through her 
final, pain-ridden days on 
earth. 
Just as Agnes has been 
confined to the house for the 
remainder of her fading life, so 
likewise are we, for Nykvist's 
camera never again ventures 
outside, save in concluding 
epilogue. We become im-
prisoned along with Agnes and 
her companions in a house 
throbbing with pain, where 
impotence and sterility and the 
immense void of death shuffle 
about in white-robed at-
tendance, r:,1..1bject to the slow 
tick of time on the drawing-
room clock, measuring the 
Bergman 
almost limitless agony of a -
pointless existence that must 
be endured, if only to secure 
the undeceivable reality to, be 
found in pain. 'Cries And 
Whispers,' as one critic has 
pointed out, is about whispers 
becoming cries, and what 
those tormented whispers 
within each of us would say if 
they could cry out in release; 
for Bergman, the cinematic 
existentialist, life is perpetual 
agony, harboring restless 
shadows of desolate, halted 
lives, ske'i'ering in their own 
self-knowledge. Pain is the 
overriding reality, pain as an 
instrument of self-definition, 
the logic and proof at the end of 
each and every life. Like the 
bleak winter island in previous 
Bergman films, a place from 
which there can be no escape 
save in nightmare, the somber, 
Liguori Elected Y .D. Pres. 
l l10mas J. L1gouri of C.R.I. 
\\·as elected president of the 
Hhode Island Young 
Democrats at the second 
session of that organization's 
bienniel com·ention. .'.\Ir. 
L igouri was elected on the first 
ballot defeating his nearest 
ri rnl Bernard .'.\lcKa \' of 
Barrington by nearly a t~\-o to 
one margin. John C. Farrell 
polled only a handful of rntes 
and Russell Dannacker 
received 10 \'Otes as R.I.C.'s 
fa\'orite son candidate. The 
defeated candidates all moved 
to make Ligouri's election 
unanimous and this was done. 
Leo Caisse of Providence 
College was unanimously 
elec·ted as Vice President. 
Rosemary McGuirl of 
Providence was elected 
Corresponding Secretary,· 
Paul Breault of Pawtucket 
Recording Secretary, Anthony 
Robinson, the out-going 
President, National Com-
lJl.itleeman, and Barbara 
C ushing-L evHt Na tLorgd 
red-draped manor house in 
'Cries And Whispers' , is a 
similar place, a monument to 
isolation from which there is no 
exit. 
The sisters, we learn, had 
been close in childhood, but as 
t.he years pass they have 
drifted apart, and by the time 
we meet them confronting 
each other in the film there are 
deep divisions which separate 
them. Moving into middle-age 
as they are, each of them has 
lived a thoroughly unhappy 
life, with prospects just as 
bleak for the future. They are 
trapped, and they know it. The 
eldest sister, Karin ( Ingrid 
Thulin), despises Maria, the 
youngest, and because she 
hates herself and what she has 
become, admits to frequent 
thoughts of suicide. But that 
final act, of self-debasement 
repulses her, as does her sister 
in death. Her marriage to an 
elderly diplomat has been a 
disaster, cold and frigid. 'It's 
all a tissue of lies,' she says 
over and over again in the 
flashback that Bergman will 
provide for each of the women 
- a fadeout in red amidst the 
whisperings of the soul con-
juring back the past. For 
Karin, isolated and filled with 
guilt, life is perpetual self-
deception, filled with lies that 
won't suffice; and the only way 
to puncture through to reality 
is to feel it in pain, which for 
Karin joins with her dead 
sexualjty to force her to insert 
a piece of splintered wine glass 
in her vagina, a bloody act of 
mutilation she revels in before 
her husband. 
Maria Oiv Ulman) is a 
· shallow, almost empty-headed 
egocentrist, who understands 
but little ( Bergman's focus on 
her doll-house and bedside 
dolls in one scene tell as 
much). Her marriage to a 
businessman is unhappy, 
though unlike her elder sister 
Karin she has the benefit of a 
• child for comfort. She also has 
a sometime lover in the cynical 
doctor, who •occasionally 
comes to the house to check on 
Agnes; affair has apparently 
been going on for some time 
and has already caused her 
cuckolded husband to retire to 
his study one morning to stick 
a sword in his side -
demonstration of his despair, 
he nonetheless lives to endure 
more of the same. 
Committeewoman. .'.\liss 
:\lcGuirl. :\Ir. Breault. and l\Ir. 
Hobinson were all· easilv 
\·ictors m·er token oppositio~ 
put up by the .'.\IcKay-Farrell 
forces. A spirited fight was 
made for the post of '.\ational 
Committeewoman by Priscilla 
Hyan of Warwick. a Junior at 
R.I.C. 
l\lr. Ligouri said that in the 
next two years. he will. as 
president of the young 
Democrats. make everv effort 
10 bring all elements or' the 16-
30 population of Rhode Island 
into the organization. 1\lr. 
L igouri explained that he did 
not want to see the young 
Democrats become just a 
student organization and said 
that elements from labor, 
management. sales, and office 
workers would all be welcomed 
into the young Democrats with 
open arms. The magnan-
imous spirit displayeci 
by Mr. Ligouri towards his 
defeated o_pponents should 
( Cont. on Pg. 13) · 
As she sinks closer to death, 
Agnes feels real love for her 
two sisters ( unlike them, she 
has at least the consolation of 
religious faith), but their 
response to this is mechanical 
and forced. They want her to 
die so they may be free from 
her, rid of the burden of watch-
ing her unreasonable suf-
fering. It is only the peasant 
servant girl Anna ( Kari 
Sylwan) who can return 
Agnes's love, and when in 
despairing pain the dying 
woman cries out to Anna for 
comfort. Anna has lost her 
little girl several years before, 
and now, nearing the end, 
Agnes becomes the surrogate 
daughter whom the servant 
comforts in her plump arms as 
a mother would a child. Agnes 
has borne her long suffering 
patiently, but as the end ap-
proaches her whispers become 
the tortured cries of agony, a 
wheezing death-rattle that 
terrifies the white robed 
women who have come 
scurrying to her bedside in the 
middle of the night. She dies 
the following morning after a 
renewed burst of pain, and 
once laid out in white, the 
living forms in the room with 
her all in black now, the local 
minister comes to pray for her 
and concludes by asking that 
she pray for all those 
remaining in the hellish im-
prisonment of life. Even 
Bergman's proof of religion is 
profoundly pessimistic, 
nineteenth century Luther-
anism gone morbidly existen-
tial. 
Anna's flashback, which 
arrives in the form of a dream, 
begins with the far-off 
whimperings of her lost little 
girl, but which soon 
materializes into the super-
natural as the cries are 
discovered to be coming from 
Agnes's corpse. The dead 
woman weeps and cries out for 
comfort, asking to be loved, to 
be held in the arms of her 
sisters before her soul departs 
from the house. The two 
sisters, however, shrink away 
in horror - Karin will not even 
approach the deathbed, and 
Maria does so only to struggle 
free when the corpse attempts 
to kiss her. As before, it is only 
Anna, the peasant earth-
mother. who can accept and 
< Cont. on Pg. 12) 
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... Cf COUf?SE > \ 'VE ALWA~S 
'wN{rED TO BE A ~\aID~f. .. 
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~£ JJANK\NO ... 
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ALTERNATIVE FEATURES SERVICE 
APATHY I 
(c)) I~ I i <It[:/ I1 
... so l ~~o 1\\R()l)bH ao 
'tEA~ a-~HOOL . .. AND F\N-
AlL~ lAND£0 A JOB AT A 
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Look, Gort ... YOU've 
got 1e bowsrI have 
1ebowsrYoo nave 
300 arrowsr I have 
300 arrows! 
C.ooldn't we stop <tlou're. 
this Arms Race right! 
& spend our ~t's 
tim~ more , t.o n,.t~. productively'?. 
Gort5 Diplomatic Law #1: 
The scilotion to end 
c!l1 Arms Race problem 
is to .!nnihilate ones 
opponents. 
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Cranston in Historical Context 
Urban renewal is ex-
periencing its fair share of 
analysis and examination 
currently. As the premise and 
, the promise are subject to 
scrutiny and re-evaluation, 
collateral interest in the entire 
topic of settlement, patterns, 
neighborhoods, population 
distribution curves and the like 
is generating course offerings 
at Rhode Island College. The 
General Studies Program, a 
flexible curriculum which 
provides for colloquia, 
seminars and electives which 
reflect the shifting social 
concerns and interests of the 
college community, has 
several course offerings which 
focus attention on ttie way we 
organize our environment. 
Included are such courses as 
"The Ethnic Geography of the 
Providence Metropofitan 
Area," "Urban Realities and 
the Educational Process," 
"Urban Problems," "Is Clean 
Air Possible," "Alternate· 
Approaches to Day Care;"' 
''Police-Community Rela-
tions," and "From Summer 
Colony to Perennial Settle-
ment: The Transformation 
of Narragansett Bay 
Communities." 
The last-mentioned is a. 
course which has generated 
considerable interest amqr.ig 
students in a phenomenon 
which is abundantly manifest 
in Rhode Island. Field- trips 
and investigations have 
focused or will focus attention 
on areas in the state abutting 
the bay such as Fields Point, 
Edgewood, Warwick Downs, 
Conimicut Riverview, 
uakland, Buttonwoods, and 
Cedar Tree Point. 
An excursion by the class 
with Robert Sulliv;;in, assistant 
professor of anthro-
pology /geography, recently 
took a group to explore 
the Oakland Beach and 
Buttonwood communities as 
salient examples of the 
transition of resort colonies to 
more permanent settlements. 
Professor Sullivan's research 
for the class has determined 
that "The transformation o 
Oakland Beach from a sum-
mer colony to a perennial 
settlement resulted in many 
problems. Most of the houses 
were ill-suited for anything 
more than summer use. In 
some cases the addition of a 
space heater was the only 
alteration made prior to year 
round use. Most of the houses 
are of light construction and 
lack basements. Large 
numbers of people at Oakland 
Beach are living in converted 
summer houses which many 
would consider substandard. 
About 25% of the houses are 
renter-occupied compared 
with 18% renter occupancy for 
Warwick as a whole. Despite 
the quality of housing, median 
rents here and in Conimicut 
are$ 72 compared with a state-
wide median of $64." 
Placed in a historical con-
t ext. it was learned that the 
Oakland Beach section "was 
founded in 1873 on a 116-acre 
site finely laid out amid shade 
trees, creeks and miniature 
lakes. The nucleus of the 
settlement was the Oakland 
Beach Hotel which had a 
capacity of 100 overnight 
guests. The resort was reached 
by bay steamer or the Warwick 
Railroad which had a terminal 
at Oakland Beach." 
Another intriguing piece of-
research which the class has 
utilized describes the unique 
principle upon which the 
Buttonwoods settlement in 
Warwick was organized. 
Material which professor 
Sullivan distributed to the 
students explains the unusual 
development of the colony 
there. 
According to the information 
gathered, "none of the summer 
colonies of upper Narragansett 
Bay has retained its resort 
function as fully as But-
tonwoods. Perennial use did 
not begin until 1924. Several 
factors appear to be respon-
sible for the preservation of the 
settlement as a summer 
colony. These include: a 
unifying community bond ( the 
Baptist religi~n), private 
control of the colony, spacious 
lots and substantial con-
struction of most of the sum-
mer houses, elevation .~uf-
ficientl~· great to ha\"e allowed 
the colony to escape severe 
hurricane damage in recent 
decades. and a good beach and 
pollution-free waters. 
"Buttonwoods was founded 
in 1872 bv members of the 
Crans ton· Street Baptist 
Church of Providence. The 
people organized as the But-
tonwoods Beach Association. It 
was intended that camp 
meetings would be important 
here but this aspect of But-
t on woods did not become very 
significant. In those early days 
it was ref erred to as "Farmer 
Green's Place." 
"Through most of its history, 
Buttonwoods was 'dry' and 
gambling of any kind was 
prohibited. In addition there 
were severe restrictions on 
commercial development. A 
hotel was established but 
cottage owners were not 
allowed to rent rooms. The 
hotel was not very large or 
important in the community. 
More than forty years ago it 
was torn down. ( The resulting 
lumber was used to construct 
houses at Oakland Beach.) 
Another control in the com-
m unity required that any 
cottage owner wishing to sell 
his property must offer it to thP 
Buttonwoods Beach 
Association at a price equal to 
any acceptable offer. 
"Original transportation to 
Buttonwoods was provided by 
Campus Enrollment Statistics 
CI ass ~si gnation Total Full-time 
1973 757 640 
1974 761 673 
1975 1138 942 
1976 161~ 1455 
1977 50 39 
Visiting Students 34 8 
Probationary Vocational 
Education 51 1 
Urban Education 247 0 
Non-Matrics 311 50 
Total Undet·graduates 4964 3808 
Graduate Students 2644 181 
Total Enrollment 
All Students 7608 3989 
Film Review (Con't.) 
return the dead woman's love, 
and the dream fades away in 
red with her sitting in bed, an 
unfulfilled mother's giant 
breasts bared for comforting, 
holding the now restful corpse 
in a pieta position. 
In what has to be considered 
a masterful film from 
beginning to end, Bergman, 
who is usually to be noted for 
his exemplary tact, the 
keenness of- an artistic vision 
that seldom allows even the 
smallest indiscretion to mar 
the surface of excellence, 
demonstrates a certain lack of 
control in shifting, rather 
unevenly, from reality to fable. 
When Anna says to the 
rejuvenated corpse in the bed, 
'It's all a dream,' and the 
corpse answers, 'It may be a 
dream for you, but it's not a 
dream for me,' we recognize a 
blunder immediately, as we do 
in a previous scene when, at 
the moment of Karin and 
Maria's sisterly reconciliation, 
the lugubrious opening notes of 
Bach's Sarabande in C - Minor 
rushes in to fill the vacuum 
suddenly created at the start of 
genuine emotion. 
Agnes is at last buried, the 
house is closed up, and Anna is 
dismissed. The sisters depart 
their separate ways, as distant 
to each other as ever. For a 
keepsake Anna has kept 
Agnes's diary, and it is with a 
selection from this that 
Bergman ati.aches a beautiful, 
but quite surprising epilogue to 
close the film, a concluding 
scene of affirmation. 
reminiscent of the closing 
moments of 'Wild 
Strawberries.' We are again 
outside, at last so it seems, 
amidst the autumn trees in the 
surrounding park, and Agnes is 
recalling an afternoon spent 
with her just recently arrived 
sisters. Already she is aware 
that her cancer is terminal. 
They sit together, the three of 
them, on a white swing seat, 
delicate, handsome ladies in 
white, while Anna rocks them 
gently back and forth, and we 
hear Agnes's voice-over 
recalling her thoughts of a 
special moment: 
'The people I'm most fond of 
in the world were with me. I 
closed my eyes tightly, trying 
Io cling to the moment and-
thinking, come what may, thit 











anything better. Now, for a few 
minutes, I can experience 
perfection. And I feel a great 
gratitude to my life, which has 
given me so much.' 
Dissolve to red and the final 
caption to end the film: 
'And so the cries and 
whispers die away.' It is a 
surprising ending for a film 
that has labored with such 
precision to show the essential 
absurdity of the human con-
dition, and perhaps only a man 
like Bergman could get away 
with it. We conclude with an 
eclipsing affirmation of life in 
those fleeting, but seldom had 
moments of perfect happiness, 
that somehow transcend what 
, Bergman ultimately considers 
the pointless, endless agony to 
be found at the core of eternal 
time. 
bay steamer and horse car 
lines! to Apponaugl. Later the 
Oakland Beach line of the 
Warwick Railroad served 
Buttonwoods. ( The round-trip 
fare from Providence was 
19(. l By 19'28 Pothier·s landing 
field made airplane arrival 
possible if one wished to go to 
such extremes! 
"EYen to this day the colony 
is goYerned by the But-
tonwoods Fire District which 
has existed for more than 
ninetv years. The association 
has a r°ull slate of officers in-
cluding a tax assessor and a 
tax collector. Tax revenue is 
used to maintain the roads and 
to provide some other services. 
Interestingly, the association 
does not provide fire protec-
t ion! Although most of its 
expenses have been in the 
category of roads, policing is 
an item of increasing im-
portance in the colony's 
budget. Patrols to keep out 
unwanted summer traffic 
becomes increasingly im-
portant. In addition $2000 of the 
1967 budget of $8700 was used 
to control drag racing on 
But ton woods A venue. 
"Land tenure in many of 
Rhode Island's summer 
colonies has not always been 
very clear. The problem 
became a crisis in But-
tonwoods in 1964. For at least 
sixty days prior to that twenty-
five acres of Buttonwoods had 
been leased on an informal 
year-to-year basis to about one 
hundred families. At first these 
colonists used tents on the 
leased property. Later sum-
mer cottages and bungalows 
replaced the tents although the 
land tenure system continued 
as before. Henry Warner 
Budlong died about 19'29 and 
left the land to his secretary 
with the stipulation that upon 
her death the land would be 
given to the state to use as a 
park named in honor of his 
mother, Rhody K. Greene 
Budlong. In 1964 the secretary, 
Emily I. Hohler, died and the 
state was due to receive the 
land. Instead of this, the state 
entered into an agreement 
which enabled the summer 
residents to continue using the 
land. In the agreement, the 
heirs gave 34 acres of Asylum 
Road to Warwick to add to its 
City Park tract and the state 
gave up its claim to the twenty-
five acre tract on the condition 
that the City of Warwick allow 
all Rhode Island residents to 
use the park. 
''Buttonwoods is high enough 
to have escaped severe 
damage in recent hurricanes. 
In 1938, however, hurricane 
waves washed away a large 
section of Promenade Street 
and the lawned area that ex-
tended from it to the beach. 
This was never replaced. 
Later the Buttonwood Fire 
District borrowed $15,000 to 
build jetties to restore the 
beach. It would seem that 
Buttonwoods will eventually 
lose its summer colony func-
tion, but the transition to 
perennial use will probably be 
slow and orderly." 
Research based on this 
initial information will form 
the basis for student seminar 
papers at the end of the course. 
Conclusions which may be 
drawn from the field visits like 
the ones to Oakland Beach and 
Buttonwoods are expected to 
add an original dimension to 
the insights which develop, 
Professor Sullivan feels. 
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the doctor's bag 
Copyright, 1973 
Address letters to Dr. Arnold 
Werner, Box 974, East Lans-
ing, Mi. 48823. 
Question: My boyfriend has 
warts on his fingers and lately 
I have been developing small 
ones in the vaginal area. Even 
more recently he has 
developed a wart on the shaft 
of his penis. Is it possible that 
we are passing this condition 
back and forth? He has been to 
a dermatologist about his 
warts, but nothing seems to get 
rid of them. Any advice? 
Answer: Warts are an in-
fectious disease. They are 
caused by a virus and the best 
guess is that all warts are 
probably caused by -the same 
virus but look different 
depending upon the part of the 
body that is infected: With the 
~xception of warts in the 
ge!nital atea' and· the soles of · 
the feet, they usually occur on 
uncovered parts of the body. 
The warts grow in the 
superficial layers of the skin 
and does not invade the deeper 
I.issues. The very helpful ex-
pert on warts that I queried, 
told me that warts are en-
couraged by skin irritation and 
he assured me that they could 
be spread from one part of the 
body to another. Therefore, it 
is possible that your venereal 
warts did come from your 
boyfriend. However, it would 
be hard to ten whether the wart 
on his penis came from you or 
from himself, unless he is so 
inventive that he gets through 
each day without touching his 
own penis. 
While uncomfortable and 
ugly, warts are not dangerous, 
therefore in the words of a 
printed source I consulted: 
"Heroic treatment is not in-
dicated." Non venereal warts 
are usually removed by cutting 
them off the surface of the skin 
if they do not. disappear 
spontaneously. Another 
method is to freeze them with 
liquid nitrogen or other such 
means. Warts on the surface of 
the foot (planter warts) 
require more vigorous cutting 
since they are pressed inward 
by the weight upon them. The 
venereal wart is treated by the 
application of a topical poison 
which is usually successful in 
one or two tries. If not, they 
can be taken off with a special 
instrument. 
From your letter, I would 
suggest that your boyfriend 
make another attempt to get 
rid of the warts on his fingers 
and on his penis. Until you both 
get rid of them, I am say to 
by Arnold Werner M.D. 
say, he should keep his fingers 
away from your genital area 
unless he wears surgical 
gloves. In addition, use of a 
condom during this time would 
also be wise. 
* * * * * 
Question: Is sexual vigor a 
function of regular sexual 
practice? I have not indulged 
in any kind of sexual act the 
last couple of years and fear 
that my sexual potency is 
decreasing. This of course is a 
feeling based on an overall 
decreased frequency of 
erection and in the intensity of 
regular sexual desire. I am 30. 
Answer: Alas and alack 
there is some evidence that 
decreased sexual activity over 
a long period of time results in 
decreased sexual interest. On 
the other hand, brace yourself, 
it is rather normal to ex-
perience some decrease in the 
frequency of spontaneom 
erections and intensity 01 
sexual desire after the age of 30 
in men. It's been my ex-
perience that people do not 
generally complain about -a 
lack of sexual desire but rather 
complain about sexual desire 
that remains unfulfilled. There 
is nothing magical about a high 
level of sexual desire. If it 
doesn't bother you, I wouldn't 
worry about it. 
* * * * * 
Question: Is venereal 
disease unique to humans, or 
does it exist in the animal 
world also? .If so, is it possible 
for one to get it from contact 
with such an animal? 
Answer: While certain in-
fections ar_e characteristically 
in the genital tracts of animals, 
they are usually caused by 
micro-organisms which are not 
transferable to man. The 
common venereal diseases, 
syphilis and gonorrhea, are not 
found in animals, although 
syphilis can be induced in 
monkeys and rabbits in the 
labor >ry. Gqnorrhea seems 
lo bL solely a !!~man infection. 
!~ you have information or 
_vidence contrary to my an-
swer, I suggest you bring your 
animal with you when you get 
tested for V.D. 
* * * * * 
Question: Can a woman 
become pregnant if she has 
intercourse only during her 
period and at no other time? 
My girlfriend is using this as 
her only method of birth 
control. Her boyfriend insists 
she cannot get pregnant and· I 
say that it is possible. If he sees 
it in print, maybe he will 
helieve mP 
Answer: I guess its time for 
my biennial missive on the 
subject. In case you've won-
dered, pregnancy occurs when 
intercourse takes place close 
enough to ovulation so that a 
sperm and an egg are in the 
same place about the same 
Lime. In the usual 28 day 
ovulatory cycle, menstruation 
( popularly called the period) 
is a very safe time to have 
intercourse. But, cycles vary 
in length, even for the same 
woman. Thus, when a 
woman's menstrual cycle is 
very short, i.e., under 21 days, 
she could be finishing her 
period at the same time she is 
ovulating. This may be the last 
time she will ovulate for a long 
time, if she happens to have 
intercourse at this juncture. 
Your very trusting girlfriend 
and her slightly clever 
boyfriend seem too willing to 
engage in a potentially 
dangerous situation and also 
limit their sexual contacts to a 
very few number of days in a 
month. Instead of their current 
approach ttiey might consider 
using real, genuine, birth 
control. Physicians, some 
campus health centers and off 
campus clinics often provide 
excellent services in this area. 
If your friends do not want to 
avail themselves of 
professional services, there 
are still two other alternatives. 
They can take themselves to a 
nearby drug_ store and buy 
condoms and contraceptive 
foam or they can engage in 
mutual petting to climax which 
is free of hazards and requires 
no special equipment. An 
excellent $2.95 general book on 
contraception is: "A Textbook 
of Contraceptive Practice" by 
Peel and Potts. Cambridge 
Univ. Press 1969. 
* * * * * 
Question: I have smelly feet 
and its wrecking my sex life. 
At first I thought the problem 
was my boots. I have tried all 
sorts of commercial foot and 
shoe sprays and have even 
used such things as lysol and 
baking soda. I bathe daily, but 
the smell continues. What can I 
do? I have checked my toes 
and two nails and there doesn't 
seem to be any fungus or in-
fection. 
Answer: Foot odor is caused 
by bacterial action on per-
spiration. Anything which 
enhances perspiration and 
keeps the feet moist tends to 
increase foot odor. Some 
people, however, do have 
particularly odoriferous feet. 
This can occur in spite of 
normal cleanliness and other 
measures, as you have in-
dicated. These people should 
be especially cautious not to 
wear vinyl boots and shoes and 
would probably be better . off 
with shoes that have leather 
soles as well. In addition, m,any 
socks made of synthetics tend 
lo retain moisture more than 
cotton or wool and this only 
makes the problem worse. 
The following simple 
suggestions usually help 
reduce the problem, even if 
they do not eliminate it com-
pletely. Feet should be 
carefully washed and, most 
importantly, be thoroughly 
dried before you put them in 
your shoes. The excessive use 
of powders is not recom-. 
mended since they tend to cake 
up and trap odors. What might 
be helpful is the application of 
an underarm spray deodorant 
to your feet. This should. 
decrease the amount of 
sweating that takes place and 
one reader told me it has 
worked wonders for him. If you 
do try this, make sure that you 
do not develop irritations from 
the antiperspirant. In warm or 
hot weather, you might find it 
to your advantage to wear 
sandals since the more ven-
tilation, the better. 
* * * * * 
,,. 
Question: How long should a 
donor wait to donate blood 
after experiencing asthma or 
hayfeverinordertoinsurethat 
nothing in his blood would 
cause harm or discomfort to 
the eveq.lual recipient? 
Answer: Blood is accepted 
from people with asthma or 
allergies. But, such people 
should not give blood on a day 
when they have had an asth-
matic attack or if their 
allergies cause difficulties. If 
they have received' a desen-
sitization shot, they should 
wait one week before donating. 
The use of antihistamines and 
most other medications that 
prevent an attack of asthma 
do not prevent a person fro~ 
being accepted as a blood 
donor. The guiding principle 
behind accepting blood donors 
is that they should not have 
anything in their blood which 
could cause a reaction or in-
fection in a recipient. It is 
believed that there may be 
substances in the blood of 
people with certain types of 
active allergic reactions that 
could produce similar reac-
tions in recipients. 
"Dildo Judge" 
Suspended 
( CPS/ZNS) A Los 
Angeles Municipal Court 
jurist, who is being labeled the 
''Dildo Judge," has been 
suspended from the bench. 
Judge Leland Geil er was 
removed from- his judgeship 
after he was found guilty of 
thrusting "into the area of a 
public defender's buttocks ... 
a battery-operated object 
resembling a penis -
sometimes referred to as a 
dildo." The incident occurred 
during a conference in the 
judge's chambers. 
·Judge Geiler was also 
charged by a special state 
commission of grabbing a 
traffic commissioner by "the 
testicles," of using obscene 
language and of disqualifying 
public def enders from cases 
when he disagreed with them. 
Judge Geiler had admitted to 
doing some of the things he has 
been charged with, but adds 
that the dildo stunt and the 
attack on the traffic com-
missioner were done in light-
hearted jest. The California 
State Supreme Court is 
debating whether Judge 
Geiler's suspension should be 
permanent.• A group of public 
defenders lodged the original 
com,plaint against the judge. 
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Carpooling Notice 
Leaving Cranston for RIC 
on Mondays through Fridays. 
Leaving and returning hours 
( that is, trips both ways) to be 
arranged with riders. Willing 
to arrange hours and share 
expenses. Can take up to four 
riders. If interested call Karen 
at 781-9031. 
A Note on 
Trucking 
\\'hen you consider an-
swering a request from either 
a driver or a rider, vou should 
not feel tha.t it is necessan to 
fulfill all the time 
requirements listed. That is, if 
you can provide a ride for 
someone who advertises "need 
ride l\lon. Thru Fri. at 9 a.m." 
only on, for example, Monday, 
Wednesday and Friday. call 
them up and tell them that. 
Most people are willing to split 
transportation requirements 
among several people, and 
even if you can provide only 
part of the need, it is certainly 
better than nothing. 
If .... 
If you enjoyed SLEUTH and 
can imagine it combined with 
the drama of primitive fertility 
rites, you'll see _it in COM-
PULSIONS. 
If you enjoy reading or looking 
at pictures of LOVE 
CULTURE, you'll want to 
watch PARAMETERS. 
If you like watching·basketba11 
games cause you like to see 
beautiful people move 
beautifully, you shouldn't miss 
STREAMS IN SPACE. 
If you like comedy and enjoy 
folk music, then you can't miss 
PROMENADES TO THE 
LORD. 
All yours at Roberts Theater, 
March 23rd and 24th, 8: 15 
p.m., R.I.C. nance Co. 
Liguori 
< Cont. from Pg. 10) 
dispel any fears they have that 
the bosses are trying to read 
them out of the Democratic 
Party and should show the 
young people of the State that 
the Democratic Party is where 
their best interests will be 
served. 
Commenting on the results 
of the election, Chuck Winn, an 
unsuccessful candidate on 
John Farreirs slate made the 
followin·g statement: 
"Although I was a little 
disappointed that John didn't 
win, I am very encouraged by 
the attitude being displayed by 
Mr. Ligouri and feel that he 
deserves the full support and 
cooperation of the organization 
for a successful term of of-
fice." 
The Young Democrats 
election campaign should show 
all who followed it that the 
Democratic party is the 
largest political party in Rhode 
Island with room enough in it 
for many diverse elements, 
and that since they are. the 
largest party, the Democrats 
can afford to bring their dif-
ferences out into the open to 
settle them unlike the other' 
party in the State. 
-
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"Our Company Wants Yours" 
(See Story on Page 1) 
Earnest acting marks the performance of Joseph Mauro. 
Reading a selection from her own poetry during a performance is 
Olivia McGregor. 
Impressing her point upon the audience. 
Making a scene during a scene are Marilyn Bilker, William McHale and Ingrid Mattson. 
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RECRE f•~: - ·___ , 
Meet Me Ill St. Louts (Con't. from P•. 16) ~e,· '' . . '' .. 
season. T ney were just too 
much for Penn, who found that 
in concentrating on Di Gregorio 
and Barnes, they left them-
. selves wide open to the com-
, bined efforts of Stacom, 
Crawford, and King. Unable to 
get under the basket, Penn. 
repeatedly showed its lack of 
ability in long-range shooting. 
With the exception of Fran 
Costello's one field goal, the 
starting lineup was in double 
figures: Di Gregorio and King 
had 18 each; Crawford, 12; 
_ Stacom 16; and high man 
Barnes totaled 20 points. 
The following Saturday, 
March 17, PC met the 
University of Maryland at the 
Charlotte C olliseum for the 
NCAA Eastern Final. 
Maryland known to consider 
itself as "the UCLA of the 
East," was triumphantly 
crushed 103-89 by the explosive 
Friars. 
Early in the first haJf, the 
cagey Terrapins took a 7 point 
-lead~- but-- the Friars came 
back, led by DiGr.egorio- and -
Stacom. Causing much anxiety 
on the PC bench at the half 
however, was the fact that 
playmaker Ernie D. was riding 
4 personals; also Fran Costello 
had 3; 2 technicals had been 
called against the Friars; the 
defense was not up to par; and 
they were trailirnz Maryland bv 
one point ( thanks to Costello's 
jump shot at the buzzer.) 
_ But in the second half, 
hoping to blitz, Maryland while 
taking their chances on Ernie's 
remaining foul, Kevin Stacom 
put his team ahead 52-51, Len 
Elmore of Maryland made it 
53-52, and suddenly there were 
the Friars, firing in 10 straight 
points, making it 62-53, never 
to trail again. With the score 
71-59 with 11: 30 remaining, 
Ernie fouled out, leaving the 
matter in the hands of his 
teammates. And they met the 
challenge beautifully, out-
playing Maryland to the end. 
In scoring for the Friars, Ernie 
D. was high man with 30; 
Stacom had 24; Barnes, 19; 
King, 15; Costello, 8; and 
Crawford 7. 
Next Saturday afternoon 
( March 24) , Providence, the 
Eastern Champ meets Mid 
Western Champ, Memphis 
State in the NCAA semi-final 
round at St. Louis. And from 
there . ? 
When Kevin-was asked if he 
thought, given the chance, his 
team could beat UCLA, his 
words were "I think if we play 
our game we can hold our own 
with just about anybody ... " 
Clearly this is more than one 
opinion; it's the philosophy of 
the PC Friars. 
Laurel Hill Now 7 - O 
in Spring Training 
(ST. PETERSBURG, 
FLA.) - (AP) From all 
appearances, the softball team 
from Laurel Hill Social and 
Athletic Club is just about 
ready to start their regular 
season play with exactly a 
month to spare. The reason? 
Well, just ask Player-Coach of 
the Bar and Grill League 
Champions, Matty Ginolffi. 
,"Everyone's been doing their 
part," he says, as he takes 
another sip of beer. "Mario 
Pagano, Emmo Capone and 
Myron Jones have all been 
hitting the ball well. Danny 
·-Shea and Tony Barone, our 
new outfielder, have both been 
making the plays on defense, 
riot to mention some fine pit-
ching from Hennessey and 
McLaughlin. All this has 
worked together to give us the 
wins." ( A problem however, 
Ginolffi refused to discuss was 
the fact that Catcher Bill 
Degnan and his roommate Jeff 
Minor were both fined $10 for 
breaking the 3 a.m. training 
camp curfew.) 
Last week Laurel Hill 
thrumped the Winos of Toad 
Hall 3-1. Myron Jones was the 
hero that day as he blasted in 
all three runs with a line-shot 
off the right field foul pole in 
the third inning. Laurel Hill 
threatened however, in four 
other innings. In the first in-
ning, Bill Degnan reached first 
on a bloop single to center: 
reached second on a bunt 
sacrifice by Ginolffi, and then 
got to third on an error by a 
Toad Hall short stop. Dan Shea 
then filled flied out deep to 
right. Degnan, however, 
tagged and _went for home, 
forgot mat he U:t~f:,t:U up and 
was thrown out while running 
back to third to retire the side. 
The second threat came 
when Jeff Minor tripled off the 
Ivan Hoes' sign in left field 
with no outs. Emmo Capone 
then lined a blazing shot at the 
Wino's third baseman. It was 
caught and Jeff Minor was 
tagged out for failing to tag-up. 
The fourth threat came in 
the fifth inning when Tony 
Barone singled and pitcher 
Kevin Hennessey doubled to 
put men on second and third 
with or., 0ut. 1v;~:-i() Pagano the 
next ':;.1tter, was then in-
ten ionally walked, filling the 
bases. While sharing a few cold 
brews on third base with the 
trainer Augie Pagano ( Mario's 
- brother), however, Tony 
Barone forgot to run on the 
next ground ball. The result 
was and easy double-play and 
an end to the scoring threat. 
On defense, Laurel Hill 
pitcher, Kevin Hennessey held 
the winos of Toad Hall to just 
two hits - a bunt single by 
Christopher Swanson in the 
first and a 500 ft. homerun by 
Mikey Finn in the fifth. These 
two Wln.os- were the only 
players from Toad Hall to 
reach base as everyone else 
popped out. Leftfielder· Tony 
Barone robbed Toad Halls only 
woman layer, Eileen Dover, of 
a homerun by leaning over the 
lef tfield fence to make the 
catch. That was a long pop-out. 
Two weeks ago Laurel Hill 
won by the same score, 3-1, 
after being behind 1-0 for five 
innings, before Laurel Hill 
tagged the Fr8edy Scuba Club 




The Softball will soon be 
upon us. The Recreation 
Dept. 's Intramural Softball 
League will . begin on April 
10th. Those who wish to enter 
teams must have their rosters 
in by March 30th. The roster 
forms may be obtained at 
Whipple Gymnasium from Mr. 
Taylor. The winner from last 
year, ZX Tigers, are looking 
for another championship but 
the competition looks tougher 
this year than last. The points 
for the Brown Trophy are~ 
close, so get the teams together 
and start practicing early. 
Wrestling 
The Recreation Dept. is 
holding its 5th Annual 
Wrestling Tournament during 
the free periods on March 20th 
and 21st. All team points will 
go towards the Robt. Brown 
Award. The preliminaries are 
on Tues. ·and the finals are on 
Wednesday. All bouts will be 
held in the Wrestling room in 
the basement of Walsh Gym. 
All are invited to come and 
cheer their wrestlers on. 
Co-ed Volleyball 
Because of its p·opularity in 
the past, the Recreation Dept. 
has decided to hold a C o-ed 
Volleyball Intramural in the 
Spring. It will begin during the 
free period on March 20th and 
will run until approximately 
the first week in April, 
depending on the num her of 
teams entered. Rosters must 
be in by March 16th. 
Bowling League 
The Intramural Bowling 
League is now_ finally rolling. 
The first three weeks have 
been still a little confusing to 
many because of the shift in 
teams, but now it looks as if· 
teams 6 and 7 are tied for first. 
Moe Grossman is the high 
aver<;1ger with a 157. But there 
are many who are looking for 
the top spot. The play-offs will 
l1egin April 20th. 
Laurel Hill is now 7-0 and 
will be taking a few days 
vacation from spring training 
camp at St. Petersburg this 
week. The following is the Bar 
and Grill · League Spring 
Training Standings. 
W L 
* Laurel Hill Social and 
Athletic Club Gents 
7 0 
Augie's Pizza Parlor 
· "Pizzamen" 6 1 
Toad Hall "Winos" 5 2 
Louie's Barroom 
· "Drunkards" 5 2 
Dino's Fruit Wagon 
"Sour Grapes" 4 3 
Pit's Bar "Patriots" 0 1 
Paddy's Pub 
"Shamrocks" o 2 
Freddy's Scuba Club 
('Frogmen" 0 6 
* Denotes "first in everyding. 
They have everyding." 
ATION 
Basketball Playoffs 
The playoffs in the fi\·e man 
basketball league were held 
this past week. In the semi-
finals the Ghetto All-Stars had 
too much fire power so that the 
Airborne Rangers couldn't 
contend with. From the onset 
of the game the Ghetto All-
Stars dominated both boards 
and overpowered the Rangers 
78-33. The other half of the 
semi-finals brought about a 
much closer match between 
Buzzards Bay and ZX Tigers. 
Buzzards Bay won by five after 
five minutes of overtime. At 
the end of regulation time the 
score was tied 52-52. 
As overtime began Buzzards 
Bay just seemed to have the 
Tom Simpson, semester's 
"one on one" Champ. 
PC Backcourt 
Going Pro? 
With the college basketball 
season coming to an end, the 
professional basketball 
leagues preparing for up-
coming annual college draft. 
Many fans in New England are 
interested in the selection of 
Ernie DiGregorio and ,Kevin 
Stacom, the fine Providence 
backcourt men. Ernie D, as he, 
is known, made the UPI 
Second-T earn All-American 
and the Sporting News 
Honorable Mention. Ernie has 
been heavily scouted, 
especially by Red Auerbach of 
the Boston Celtics and Terry 
Colangelo of the Phoenix Suns 
and is expected to go No. 1 in 
both the NBA and the ABA 
drafts. 
Ernie, who described his 
stay at Providence as "four 
years of happiness" has been 
amazing in his three varsity 
years, as he has moved into 
second place behind Jimmy 
Walker in Providence 
College's alltime scoring list. 
He has highlighted this year 
with many fine performances 
and has sparkled against St. 
Joseph's, Pennsylvania and 
Maryland in the NCAA tour-
nament. 
Many critics feel Ernie is too 
short ( at 6 feet) and cannot 
play adequate defense. But 
Ernie has proved them wrong 
in college ball and sees no 
reason whv hP. cannot do it in 
the pros. Many opposing 
coaches admit he is a fine 
extra strength and deYeloped a 
five point lead within the first 
two minutes and held that lead. 
The final score was Buzzards 
Bay 66. ZX Tigers 61. The final 
game was between Buzzards 
and Ghetto All-Stars. The All-
Stars led the game all the way 
behind the sharp shooting of 
Francis Silva with 29 points 
and Chipper Gray with 16. The 
top scorers for Buzzards Bay 
was Bob Mason with 18 and 
Ken Cox with 10. The All-Stars 
had a lead as much as twelve 
points and a~ iow as two, but 
Buzzards Bay couldn't seem to 
connect at the right times and 
trailed all the way. The final 
score was Ghetto All-Stars 52 
and Buzzards Bay, 42. ' 
"One on One" 
To Be Held 
Last semester's "one to one" 
basketball championship was 
won by Tom Simpson. Another 
"one to one" contest will be 
held, however, this semester 
during the week of April 23. All 
those interested can sign up at 
Whipple Gym ( where the 
contest is to be held) or at the 
Kappa Delta Phi table in 
Donovan. There will be an 
entry fee of 50 cents. No varsity 
basketball players please! 
athlete and have problems 
isolating his weaknesses so 
they just resolve to give him 
his 25 points and stop the 
others, but when Ernie isn't 
shooting, he is passing or 
setting up plays or even getting 
an occasional rebound. 
Kevin, the other guard, is 
only a junior, but is eligible to 
be drafted because he sat out a 
year after transferring from 
Holy Cross College. He is a 
great defensive player, who is 
always assigned the op-
ponent's top scorer and usually 
comes away doing an out-
standing job. Kevin, who could 
go as high as the second round, 
has been overshadowed by 
Ernie and Marvin Barnes, 
much like Mike Riordan was of 
Jimmy Walker. Stacom has 
averaged 18.7 points per game 
this year and reminds many of 
the players of Don Chancy of 
the Boston Celtics, and could 
play that type of role in the 
pros. With the emphasis on his 
defensive skills, Kevin could be 
a great compliment for such 
offensive stars as Charley 
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On Wednesday of last week 
the R. I. C. gymnastics team 
held its final meet of the year 
and scored an impressive 
victory over its intra-state 
rivals Brown and U.R.I. The 
key to the victory was the 
spectacular all-around per-
formance of Donna Sargeson, 
who captured three of the four 
events in the competition. A 
good performance by Kathy 
Silva was overshadowed by 
Donna's. Kathy won the 
uneven parallel bars, an event 
which Donna finished second 
in. Debbie Bowes performed 
well in her event for a third 
place finish in the balance 
beam. Al though the other 
members of the team did not 
score as high, their points were 
badly needed for the victory. 
Sueanne Serez turned in a fine 
routine on the beam for sixth 
place in thaf event and Delores 
Letendre did well in her 
performance, also. On the floor 
Maribeth McLee finished 
behind Donna ·and Kathv. 
This was the second victory 
over U.R.I. this year, and the 
first over Brown. Brown was 
competing in its first inter-
collegiate competition. 
Just a reminder, if you have 
missed seeing the gymnastics 
team in action, be sure to at-
tend the gymnastics exhibition 




by Tim Geary 
The R. I. C . baseball team 
opens up it's 1973 campaign on 
April 2 against New York Tech 
at New York. This year's team 
features youth due to the fact 
that many members of last 
years squad, most notably Ed 
Jones and Steve Rice, have 
left. 
Although not many can-
didates turned out for the team 
this year, those who did appear 
to be quality players. Coach 
Dave Stenhouse has run a very 
well organized, systematic, 
conditioning period and the 
general feeling on the team is 
one of optimism. 
The heart. of any ball club is 
in its catchers. R.I.C. has three 
fine ones in Paul McElroy, 
Pete Gilmartin and newcomer 
Steve Rogers. They all possess 
the tools and size to do the job 
defensively and they all carry 
potent bats. First base is held 
down by veteran Manny 
Correia, one of the tri-captains 
on this year's club. Manny is a 
fine fielder and has tremen-
dous power from the right side 
of the plate. Second base has 
been a battle all spring among 
three players. They are Dave 
Luzzi, Tom Mercer (last name 
ring a bell?) and Gary 
DiSciullo. DiSciullo seems to 
have a slight edge on the others 
because of his bat which at 
times has a tendency to smoke. 
Shortstop could be a problem 
this year. Steve Rice is no 
longer around to stabilize the 
infield and coach Stenhouse 
may have to switch Paul 
McElroy to short if freshman 
Foster LeBer can't do the job. 
This seems unlikely though as 
LeBer is one of the most gifted 
athletes to ever attend R.I.C. 
He has fine range to either side 
and the strong accurate arm 
that a shortstop must possess. 
LeBer also has great ability at 
the plate and in fall practice he 
was spraying line drives to all 
fields with authority. 
Third base is a three man 
battle among Mike Masterson, 
Jack Moran and Frank Mazza. 
All three have quick gloves and 
strong arms. They also can hit 
the ball a long way. 
The outfield is set in two 
positions. Tri captains Fran 
Murphy and Tony Rainone will 
patrol the outer garden for the 
Anchormen. They are both 
tremendous defensive 
ballplayers and carry ex-
plosive bats. The third outfield 
job is up for grabs among 
several people. It could go to 
Pete Slauta, a transfer student 
from Rhode Island College 
where he batted .463 last year. 
The one thing that could keep 
Slauta from the outfield is Pete 
himself. He is a fine left 
handed pitcher. The others are' 
Ron Manni also a pitcher, Sil 
Rice and Jim Sevenie. 
It is said that pitching is 
seventy percent of baseball. If 
that is true then coach 
Stenhouse has only thirty 
percent to worry about. R.I.C. 
has probably the beat staff in 
its history. It is headed by 
veterans Jim White, Larry 
Gibson and Mike Thompson. 
White, a super goalie on the 
soccer ~· -tu. ;.:: a superb left 
handed 1,urler. Gibson, a right 
hanri:::r just coming off a fine 
pen,onal season in basketball 
is also a blue chip pitcher. 
Thompson, a southpaw can 
bring it with the best of them. 
They are joined by newcomers 
Greg Donahue who also plays 
first base and hits the ball a 
ton, John Beaton and Bill Bean 
and transfer from R. I.J. C. 
Rounding out the mound corps 
are Slauta, Manni and Ken 
Razza who is called rabbit 
because of his size and 
quickness. Although only a 
freshman, Kenny is a very 
mature hurler who possesses 
great stuff which includes a 
knuckleball that would do 
Wilbur Wood justice. 
The team has the potential to 
have an outstanding year. The 
only problem will be the lack of 
experience as the Anchormen 
will be relying on a large 
number of freshmen and 
sophomores. With the support 
of the students and faculty, 
coach Stenhouse's team could 
overcome the insxperience and 
bring R.I.C. a championship. 
Soccer Captains 
Elected 
Jimmy White and Steve 
Camargo were both elected co-
captains by their teammates at 
the end of last season's play. 
Jimmy White, a junior and 
former Bristol High School 
player has been the starting 
goalkeeper for the Anchormen 
during the past three seasons. 
This past season he had three 
shut-outs to his credit. 
Steve Camargo of Creve 
Coevr, Missouri, who is also a 
junior and will be leading the 
team through the 73 season. 
Steve, a former Parkway 
Senior High School player has 
been starting fullback for the 
Anchormen for the last three 
years. 
RIC Fencing Team 
Prepares t·or 
The National 
Preparing for the National 
Intercollegiate Woman's 
Fencing Championship, the 
RIC Fencing Team ( com-
posed of Carrie Glenn, Donna 
Gonsalves, Rosi Graudino and 
Paula Turc0ne along with their 
coach, Mrs. Pat Richards) 
accepted the opportunity to 
participate this past weekend 
in a Quadrangular Fencing 
Competition at William 
Paterson State College in 
Paterson, New Jersey. The 
team placed second behind 
William Paterson State 
College, with the third and 
fourth places taken by Drew 
University and Trenton Sta~e 
College respectively. It should 
be noted that all of the teams 
represented in the competition 
have excellent fencers who will 
participate in the National 
Intercollegiate Woman's 
Fencing Championship at 
Trenton, New Jersey on April 6 
and 7, 1973. 
In addition to the above 
received RIC fencers par-
ticipating in the NIWFC will be 
Anchorettes' Upset Bid Falls Short 
Pro,·idence College· s Girls 
basketball team sah·aged a 52-
-12 \'ictory and a\'oided being 
the Yictims of a second major 
upset by the Anchorettes in two 
weeks. 
Pro\'idence had trounced the 
Anchoret tes 52-25 earlier in the 
season at PC. But l\It. St. 
Joseph's had done the same at 
RIC earlier in the season and 
were convincingly defeated 
last week by the Anchorettes 
on their home court! 
Lisa Gempp pumped in the 
first three Anchor points, 
enabling them to keep pace 
with the fast moving 
Friarettes. Loy Riley then 
scored the first two of her 
thirteen points and the An-
chorette's took the lead 5-4 for 
the first time. Donna Perry, 
Debbie Lima, and Debbie 
Barber then took control of 
rebounding and ball handling. 
Lucy Scanlon added several 
key interceptions, and the 
Anchorettes were able to close 
out the first period trailing by 
only one point 12-11. 
Corrine Guido made it 
evident the second quarter 
belonged to RIC with a hoop 
from 15 feet out to start. PC 
had to employ the fast break to 
keep them in the game. 
Lorraine Stanton began to 
shine controlling the boards 
and executing a fine three 
point play at the buzzer 
enabling the Anchorettes to 
close the period tied at 21-21. 
After PC scored two points in 
the third period. it looked as if 
the roof had fallen in on them. 
Loy Riley went to work. and 
with help on the boards from 
Donna Perry. the Anchorettes 
scored -seven straight points. 
The dark point in the period for 
RIC was Loy Riley's fourth 
foul which forced her to leave 
the game. 
Shortly thereafter, PC 
started it's comeback, em-
ploying the fast break. PC led 
at the end of the period, 34-30. 
RIC suffered from inef-
fective shooting and PC's 
fastbreaking in the fourth 
quarter. PC's point increase 
was slow but steady. RIC 
never lost their spirit and 
played hard to the final buzzer. 
"Meet Me in St. Louis" 
Last Thursday night at 
North Carolina's Charlotte 
Coliseum, the University of 
Pennsylvania, known by many 
as the best defensive team in 
the nation, was soundly 
defeated by the Providence 
College Friars, 87-65. The 
victory was a special one for 
Providence, not only because it 
thereby gained a spot in the 
NCAA Eastern Final, but also 
because last year Penn. 
Lynette Blackmore and Debby 
Di Iorio. 
Congratulations to Carrie 
Glenn who received a third 
place medal in the recent New 
England Intercqllegiate 
Fencing Com petition in the 
Beginner's class after having 
fenced competitively for the 
first time. 
The team welcomes any 
interested student who desires 
to join the team or who would 
like to learn what fencing is all 
about. The team meets on 
Wednesday and Friday from 3-
5 p.m. at the Walsh Gym-
nasium. 
knocked PC out of tne very 
same tournament in the first 
round. 
Providence College took an 
early lead, opening up with a 
14-2 blitz early in the first half. 
The Friars not only gave Penn 
a fine lesson in defense, but 
shot well offensively, 50% from 
the floor. Marvin Barnes was 
forced to sit out the remaining 
minutes of the first half 
because of foul trouble, riding 3 
personals. Some thought that 
this would hurt the Friars but 
once again they' proved that 
they are, to quote Ernie D. 
"pure team," only losing 4 
points of an 11 point lead with 
their big man on the bench. 
During the second half much 
is to be said for the Quakers 
Ron Haigler, who netted 18 
points, but did not succeed in 
preventing Barnes from 
snaring 13 rebounds. Fran 
Costello also did a great job on 
front.:-court player Phil 
Hankinson. In short, the Friars 
produced one of their finest 
displays of teamwork all 
< t:ont. on Pg. 15) 
Jim White, RIC goalie, and Steve Camargo, Anchorman fullback, will lead RIC through the 73 season. 
